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PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MORPHINE AND lTS SURROGATES

The structural features that endow morphine with
its biological potential have been scrutinized and
are believed to consist in the quatemary carbon
separated by an ethylene bridge from the tertiary
nitrogen, and the electrophilic carbon on the benzene
ring. That a similar array of atoms in a synthetic
molecule leads to morphine-mimetic action is
indeed a triumph for those (Bockmuhl & Ehrhart,

* This study on the biological disposition of morphine
and its surrogates has been published in four instalments in
the Bulletin of the World Health Organization. The first
instalment was devoted to morphine per se (Bull. Wld HIth
Org., 1961, 25, 227), the second to derivatives of morphine
(Bull. Wld Hlth Org., 1962, 26, 51), and the third to synthetic
surrogates of morphine (Bull. Wld Hlth Org., 1962, 26, 261).
This-the final instalment-reviews the principal charac-
teristics of morphine and morphine-mimetic compounds and
discusses the relation of tolerance and physical dependence
to their biological disposition. The four instalments will
eventually be available as a joint reprint.

1 Department of Pharmacology, University of California
Medical Center, San Francisco, Calif., USA. The authors
were aided in their preparation of this report respectively by
Grant RG-1839 from the National Institutes of Health and
by Senior Research Fellowship SF 271 from the Public
Health Service, US Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.

1949; Eddy, 1950; Schwartzman, 1950; Braenden,
Eddy & Halbach, 1955; Beckett, Casy & Harper,
1956; Reynolds & Randall, 1957) who have led the
exploration into the relationship between chemical
structure and biological activity. These trail-blazers
have established the path followed by the skilful
chemist who can now successfully manipulate struc-
ture for the purpose of achieving a certain biological
effect. The achievement of this purpose, however,
is not wholly dependent on the chemist, for the
animal organism itself frequently adds changes to the
structure presented to it. Sometimes these enzyme-
catalysed chemical changes result in diminished
biological activity (detoxication) and sometimes in
enhanced biological activity (activation). In either
case, precise knowledge of the changes and their role
in the over-all activity of the compound will aid in
the design of more effective surrogates of morphine
with fewer undesirable side-effects.

In the preceding instalments a detailed account
of the biological disposition of morphine and
morphine-mimetic compounds has been presented
for each agent. In this instalment we shall consider
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the group as a whole and, following a brief summary
of the principal characteristics of their absorption,
distribution and excretion, we shall discuss the
various metabolic pathways that have been eluci-
dated and their possible implication in pharmaco-
logical action. Particular emphasis will be placed
on recent hypotheses that attempt to relate phar-
macological action to biotransformation. Since the
validity of the experimental work upon which the
interpretation must rest depends largely on the
methods used for estimating concentrations of the
compounds in biological fluids, we shall consider
first the reliability of these methods for such purposes.
The ideas presented in this instalment extend

opinions presented in an earlier review (Way &
Adler, 1960). More recent studies, which have been
incorporated in this instalment, have caused us to
modify our emphasis slightly, but in the main our
conclusions have not been greatly altered by these
findings.

METHODS OF ESTIATION

The major problem in the estimation of morphine
and its surrogates in body fluids and tissues is
usually concerned with the separation of the agent
from the extraneous biological phase. The small
size of the dose of compounds in this class required
to elicit the pharmacological or toxicological
response has often necessitated the use of large
amounts of the biological material for analysis.
Consequently, the compound when finally isolated
is rarely free from interfering substances and often
the yield is far from quantitative.
Most of the methods for compounds in this class

follow a general pattern that involves separation of
the agent from its contaminants and then application
of some reaction for one of its functional groups.
The reliability of a procedure is therefore chiefly
dependent upon the adequacy of the purification
processes, which usually involve extraction, adsorp-
tion, or precipitation of the compound. The final
measurement is usually performed without actually
isolating the compound in the crystalline form.
Recent developments in experimental techniques

have greatly facilitated studies with respect to the
biological disposition of the analgesic agents.
Although in certain instances unique methods for
a particular compound in this group have been
developed, much of the information concerning the
metabolism of morphine and its surrogates has been
derived from two general procedures-namely,
indicator-dye and tracer techniques.

Table 1 lists the analgesic compounds studied by
the dye and tracer procedures as well as by other
methods. We have attempted to be inclusive only
with respect to methods which have a direct bearing
on data concerning the biological disposition of the
compounds under discussion. For a more gener-
alized listing the reader should consult the earlier
instalments under each compound and Schaumann's
handbook (1957). Some recent methods used for
forensic purposes have been cited; most of these are
usually only semiquantitative, but some of them
appear to be sufficiently sensitive for estimating
small amounts in biological fluids. In view of the
wide usage and applicability of the dye and tracer
procedures for estimating morphine and its surro-
gates, both methods will be considered in some
detail.

Indicator-dye method

The indicator-dye method is based on the fact
that many organic bases react with coloured organic
acids to form addition complexes which are soluble
in organic solvents and can be measured photo-
metrically. Of the indicators which have been
employed to determine the morphine surrogates,
methyl orange has been found to be the most success-
ful. This dye was proposed in a general procedure for
organic bases (Brodie & Udenfriend, 1945; Brodie,
Udenfriend & Dill, 1947) and it has been used for
the measurement of almost every compound in this
series (Table 1). Some of the other dyes used include
bromothymol blue (Lehman & Aitken, 1943;
Oberst, 1943a; Page & King, 1950), bromocresol
purple (Cronheim & Ware, 1948; Soehring & Lohr,
1950) and bromocresol green (Vidic, 1957). Since
any amine which forms a solvent-soluble dye com-
plex will be measured as the administered compound,
the dye procedure must always be evaluated for spe-
cificity and, if necessary, modified to exclude the con-
taminants. This can often be accomplished by
washing the solvent extract of the base with a suitable
buffer before allowing it to react with the indicator
dye. A high degree of specificity can be conveyed to
the dye method by utilizing it in conjunction with
counter-current distribution.
The development of the counter-current distribu-

tion technique (Craig, Columbic, Mighton & Titus,
1945; Craig & Craig, 1950) has greatly facilitated
the separation and characterization of compounds
present in biological material. The method takes
advantage of the distribution behaviour of a solute
between two immiscible solvents. A solute is fraction-
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TABLE 1

METHODS FOR ESTIMATING MORPHINE AND ITS SURROGATES IN BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL

Compound Method Remarks References a

Morphine Photometric:
phenolic reagents Most widely used procedures Fleischmann (1929); Mull (1937); * Oberst (1938-

39); * Fujimoto, Way & Hine (1954); * Szerb,
MacLeod, Moya & McCurdy (1957)

methyl orange After conversion to ester * Woods, Cochin, Fornefeld & Seevers (1954);
* Siminoff & Saunders (1958)

sulfanilic acid After diazotization Pierce & Plant (1932); Guarino (1946)

Tracer With morphine-N-14CH3 Achor & Geiling (1953); March & Elliott (1954);
Miller & Elliott (1955); * Adler, Elliott & George
(1957)

Ultraviolet Low sensitivity * Goldbaum & Kazyak (1952); Achor & Geiling
(1954); * Fujimoto, Way & Hine (1954); Achor &
Geiling (1956); Adler (1958)

Nephelometric Specificity open to question Deckert (1936a, 1936b); Endo & Kato (1937, 1938);
Oberst (1938-39); Schirm (1940); lglauer (1949);
Oettel (1950)

Polarographic Sensitive with high degree of * Paerregaard (1957a); * Milthers (1958)
specificity

lodometric Low specificity Kabasawa (1933-35); Ikeshima (1935); To & RI
(1938)

Gravimetric Poor sensitivity Balls & Wolff (1928); Wolff, Riegel & Fry (1933)

Codeine Methyl orange Adaptable for metabolite, * Adler & Latham (1950); * Latham & Elliott
norcodeine (1950); Adler (1954); * Adler, Fujimoto, Way

& Baker (1955); * Woods & Muehlenbeck (1957)

Tracer With codeine-3-014CH3 or Adler & Latham (1950); * Latham & Elliott (1950);
-N-'4CH3 * Adler (1952); * Adler, Fujimoto, Way & Baker

(1955); * Miller & Elliott (1955); Adler (1958)

Others Formation of insoluble com- Oberst (1940); Adler & Shaw (1952)
plexes

Heroin Methyl orange Adaptable for metabolite, * Way, Kemp, Young & Grassetti (1960)
6-acetylmorphine

Folin-Ciocalteu After hydrolysis to morphine * Way, Kemp, Young & Grassetti (1960)

Nalorphine Methyl orange After conversion to phenolic * Woods, Cochin, Fornefeld & Seevers (1954);
ester derivative * Woods & Muehlenbeck (1957)

Tracer Tritium labelled * Woods & Hug (1959)

Silicomolybdic acid Phenolic bases would inter- Seibert & Huggins (1953)
fere

Levorphanol, Methyl orange Benzene excellent solvent Fisher & Long (1953); * Shore, Axelrod, Hogben
dextrorphan, or & Brodie (1955)
racemorphan

Tracer Estimation of N-'4CH3 levor- * Woods, Mellet & Andersen (1958)
phanol, 0.001 mg/ml

Others Forensic and semiquantitative Vidic (1951, 1953b, 1953c); Breinlich (1953a,
procedures 1953b); Curry & Powell (1954); Jatzkewitz

(1954); Kaiser & Jori (1954); Brossi, Hafliger &
Schnider (1955)

a The references preceded by an asterisk denote methods recommended because of their general usefulness and reliability.
They are considered to have a reasonably high degree of specificity and sensitivity for quantitative estimation.
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TABLE I

METHODS FOR ESTIMATING MORPHINE AND ITS SURROGATES IN BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL

(concluded)

Compound Method J Remarks References a

Dextromethorphan Alkaloid reagents After paper chromatographic Brossi, Hafliger & Schnider (1955)
separation; semiquantita-
tive only

Levallorphan Alkaloid reagents After paper chromatographic Brossi, Hafliger & Schnider (1955)
separation; semiquantita-
tive only

Methadone Methyl orange For dl-, /-, or d-; also mea- * March, Gordan & Way (1950); *'Sung & Way
sures metabolite (1950, 1953a, 1953b); *Way, Signorotti, March&

Peng (1951); * Sung, Way & Scott (1953)

Tracer With 2-14C dI-methadone Adler & Eisenbrandt (1949); Eisenbrandt, Adler,
Elliott & Abdou (1949); Elliott, Chang, Abdou &
Anderson (1949); Miller & Elliott (1955)

Others Scott & Chen (1946); Cronheim & Ware (1948);
BockmUhl & Ehrhart (1949); Soehring & Frahm
(1949); Soehring & Lohr (1950); * Rickards,
Boxer & Smith (1950); Vidic (1951, 1953c, 1957);
Jatzkewitz (1954); Axelrod (1956b); Breinlich
(9I3a); Hofmann, Frey, Ott, Petrzilka & Troxler
(1958)

Acetylmethadol Methyl orange For /- or d- isomer * Sung & Way (1954)

Phenadoxone Bromothymol blue Page & King (1950)

Propoxyphene Methyl orange Metabolite interferes * Lee, Scott & Pohland (1959)

Tracer With N-14CHs propoxyphene * Lee, Scott & Pohland (1959)

Pethidine Methyl orange Adaptable for metabolite, nor- * Way, Swanson & Gimble (1947); Way,
pethidine Gimble, McKelway, Ross, Sung & Ellsworth

(1949); * Plotnikoff, Elliott & Way (1952);
* Burns, Berger, Lief, Wollack, Papper & Brodie
(1955); * Plotnikoff, Way & Elliott (1956)

Tracer With N-14CH3 pethidine Plotnikoff, Elliott & Way (1952); Plotnikoff,
Elliott & Way (unpublished data)

Others Norpethidine interferes Lehman & Aitken (1943); Oberst (1943a); Vidic
(1951); Kazyak (1959)

Anileridine N-(1-naphthyl)- Coupled after diazotization Porter (1957)
ethylenediamine

Ketobemidone Bromocresol green Specificity unknown Breinlich (1953a,1953b); Vidic 1953a, 1953b, 1953c)

Ethoheptazine Methyl orange Specificity checked Walkenstein, MacMullen, Knehel & Seifter (1958)

Tracer |"C at position 4 Walkenstein, MacMullen, Knehel & Seifter (1958)

a The references preceded by an asterisk denote methods recommnended because of their general usefulness and reliability.
They are considered to have a reasonably high degree of specificity and sensitivity for quantitative estimation.
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ated by a stepwise process in a series of units con-
taining an immiscible solvent pair. The procedure
is designed so that at any stage of the process the
fraction of the solute present in any unit will corres-
pond to a given term of a particular binomial ex-
pansion. A theoretical distribution may be calcula-
ted for the experimental data by various methods
(Williamson & Craig, 1947; Way & Bennett, 1951).
The combination of the methyl orange and counter-
current procedures has been successfully utilized to
estimate pethidine (Way, Gimble, McKelway, Ross,
Sung & Ellsworth, 1949; Plotnikoff, Elliott & Way,
1952; Plotnikoff,Way& Elliott, 1956), codeine (Adler,
Fujimoto, Way & Baker, 1955), methadone (Way,
Signorotti, March& Peng, 1951 ; Sung& Way, 1953b),
and heroin (Way, Kemp, Young & Grassetti, 1960)
and their basic metabolites.

Preparation of biological material for extraction.
Recovery of drugs from biological fluids can some-
times be less than from water. The reduced recovery
may be due to the fact that the partition ratio of the
drug has been modified by tissue constituents and
to the fact that the drugs may be firmly bound to
tissue proteins. Drug recoveries are usually higher
and more uniform when an organ is homogenized
and diluted at least 1: 5, and preferably 1: 10, prior
to subjecting it to solvent extraction. The use of
diluted tissue suspension also generally results in
lower blank readings and less troublesome emulsion
formation. Addition of NaF to make an 0.5 %
solution may help in preserving specimens. When
recovery of the drug is low because of firm protein
binding, 5% trichloroacetic acid can be substituted
for water as a tissue diluent. In most instances the
supemate can then be extracted, but in the case of
methadone good recoveries with solvent extraction
can be obtained only when both the precipitate and
the supemate are subjected to solvent extraction
(Sung & Way, 1950). Samples may be prepared as
indicated below and 5-10 ml aliquots used for organic
solvent extraction.

Urine: dilute 1 volume with 4 volumes of water.
Plasma: dilute to 1: 5 with water or, if required, with

5% trichloroacetic acid.
Organs: homogenize in a blendor in water to make a

1: 5 suspension and then add 5 ml of water or 20%
trichloroacetic acid to make a 1: 10 suspension.

Faeces: soak with water, triturate and then dilute to
1: 50 with water.

Effect of pH. The pH for the extraction of the
morphine surrogates is often critical. Being bases,

these compounds are more readily extracted by
solvents from alkaline solution, but if the alkalinity
is too high complications could occur. Heroin under-
goes rapid hydrolysis in highly alkaline solution.
In the case of methadone and propoxyphene it is
fortunate that the methyl orange reactants under-
going rearrangement in the presence of a strong
base are biotransformation products rather than the
parent compounds. These matters have already been
considered in greater detail in the earlier instalments.
As a general rule, the extraction of the compound
in question should be effected at the lowest pH that
will allow it to be extracted quantitatively. This will
tend to minimize the extraction of natural amines
or drug metabolic products that interfere with the
method. However, a more effective way of elimin-
ating contaminants is to subject the solvent extract
of the drug to a series of washes with a buffer that
does not remove the parent compound.

Choice of solvent. The solvents usually used for
the extraction and estimation of organic bases by
dye methods include ethylene dichloride (EDC),
chloroform and benzene. Solvents that are either
more polar or less polar than those mentioned are
usually not as useful. Highly non-polar solvents do
not yield a favourable partition ratio for the drug-dye
complex. On the other hand, highly polar solvents
usually yield high blanks. The high readings may be
due to considerable amounts of the dye being soluble
in the solvent and to the fact that a large number of
natural amines occurring in biological fluids may
form dye-complexes that are soluble in the polar
solvent. Consequently, whenever a drug can be
extracted by the less polar benzene, this solvent is
to be preferred. Although the morphine surrogates
do not form dye-complexes that are readily soluble
in benzene, their partition into the solvent phase
can be greatly enhanced by the addition of a small
amount of isoamyl alcohol immediately prior to
the coupling with methyl orange. (Other workers
have a different interpretation of the role of isoamyl
alcohol when added to benzene or EDC. Axelrod
(1960) recommends adding the isoamyl alcohol to
the benzene prior to extracting the tissue in the
belief that the isoamyl alcohol acts largely to reduce
the loss of base through adsorption on glass walls.
Earlier, Brodie and associates had recommended, for
the same reason, adding the isoamyl alcohol to the
benzene base immediately subsequent to the equi-
libration and separation of the aqueous biological
fluid phase and. the organic solvent (Brodie, Uden-
friend & Baer, 1947; Brodie, Udenfriend & Dill,
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1947). In our experience, however, such adsorption
loss of base has been negligible when benzene or
EDC has been used to extract the base from bio-
logical material. In general, it is wise to avoid
adding isoamyl alcohol to the extraction solvent
prior to the extraction, since the increased polarity
of the solvent mixture tends to increase blank
readings. When a highly non-polar solvent such as
heptane or petroleum ether presents a problem of
possible significant adsorption on glass surfaces,
this can be minimized by siliconizing the glassware
beforehand.)
Methyl orange reagent. A stock solution is made

by adding about 1 gram of methyl orange to 200 ml
of 0.5 M boric acid and heating. On cooling, the
solution is washed several times with chloroform or
ethylene dichloride and the solvent washings are
discarded. A more favourable partition of dye-drug
complex in the solvent phase can sometimes be
effected by using a solution of methyl orange pre-
pared as above in distilled water instead of 0.5 M
boric acid. Prior to use the reagent can be mixed
with an equal volume of a saturated boric acid
solution.

Generalprocedure. The procedure outlined below,
supplemented by the minor modifications necessary
for each compound (see Table 2), may be applied
to the estimation of certain morphine surrogates
in biological material. With the exception of mor-
phine and nalorphine, the compounds listed in
Table 2 have been reported to form a methyl orange
complex that is readily partitioned into the organic
solvent phase.
To 5-10 ml of diluted biological material in a

50-ml glass-stoppered centrifuge-tube add 15 ml of
benzene and 1 ml of alkali, and shake for 10 minutes
in a mechanical shaker. Centrifuge and remove
the aqueous tissue layer by aspiration. Wash the
solvent one to three times with 5 ml of a suitable
buffer. After the last wash, centrifuge, and remove
the buffer by aspiration. Transfer 10 ml of solvent
to a 15-ml glass-stoppered test-tube containing
0.5 ml of methyl orange reagent. Add 0.5 ml of
isoamyl alcohol, shake for half a minute, centrifuge,
remove the excess methyl orange by aspiration and
transfer the benzene to a clean dry test-tube. For
the macro-method, pipette a 5-ml aliquot into a
colorimeter tube containing 1 ml of 2% H2SO4 in
absolute ethanol and read in a suitable photo-
electric colorimeter or spectrophotometer at 540 m,u.
For the micro-method, pipette 8 ml into a glass-

stoppered centrifuge-tube containing 1.0 ml of
N HCl, shake for one minute, centrifuge and remove
the benzene layer by aspiration, as rapidly as possible.
Transfer the HC1 solution to a microcuvette and
determine the optical density at 510 mit.
Tracer techniques

Tracer techniques with 14C-labelled compounds
have been extremely useful in elucidating the meta-
bolic pathway of the morphine surrogates. Evidence
that N-demethylation is an important metabolic
pathway for most, if not all, of the compounds in
this group was first established using N-14CH&-
labelled pethidine (Plotnikoff, Elliott & Way, 1952;
Plotnikoff, Way & Elliott, 1956) and codeine (Adler,
1952; Adler, Fujimoto, Way & Baker, 1955). Like-
wise, proof of 0-dealkylation of codeine to morphine
was greatly facilitated by the use of codeine-3-O_4CH3
(Adler & Latham, 1950; Adler & Shaw, 1952).
The use of labelled compounds has also been

applied to the estimation of their concentrations in
various body fluids. Many of the early measure-
ments, however, were confined largely to determina-
tion of radioactivity. While such data are extremely
useful in providing information on the routes of
excretion and, possibly, the metabolic pathways of
the agent, they do not necessarily give information on
the concentrations of the specific compound in
various tissues, but generally define the maximum
levels attainable. Since labelled metabolites con-
tribute -to the tissue radioactivity, they must be
separated from the unaltered drug. This is most
conveniently and accurately done by a reverse isotope
dilution method, provided that the specific activity
of the injected drug remains constant. The method
overcomes the usual disadvantages inherent in tradi-
tional methods used for determining morphine-
mimetic compounds in biological material, such as
exceedingly low concentrations and non-quantitative
yields on extraction. The reverse isotope dilution
technique can be used when the injected drug is
tagged with either carbon-14 or tritium, although the
former is preferable since the higher energy of the
f-rays emitted from carbon-14 presents fewer
problems in radioactive assay by conventional means.
The general principle of the method requires that

the specific activity of the injected drug be sufficiently
high for it to be possible to add relatively large
amounts of non-radioactive drug as a diluent or
" carrier ". Since the pertinent measurements are
based on specific activity, that is, the number of
counts per unit time per unit tveight, it is the purity
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TABLE 2

ESTIMATION OF MORPHINE-MIMETIC COMPOUNDS BY THE METHYL ORANGE PROCEDURE

Copon
Pearation F

as fo
F

ovet No. off
ou bio al| Base for | Sol vent wash wash- Remarks References

aterial ning

Codeine General I ml 1ON NaOH Ethylene 0.5M borate, 3 Wash removes only Latham & Elliott
dichloride or pH 10 50% of the norcodeine. (1950); Adler, Fuji-
benzene Separation by counter- moto, Way & Baker

current distribution (1955); Woods,
preferable Muehienbeck &

Mellett (1956)

Heroin General NaHCO3 Ethylene Metabolite, 6-mono- Way, Kemp, Young
dichloride acetylmorphine, inter- & Grassetti (1960)

feres; separation by
counter-current
distribution preferable

Levorphanol General NaHCO3 Chloroform None given Blanks fairly high Fisher & Long
(1953)

1 ml saturated Benzene None given Lower blanks, greater Shore, Axelrod,
Na2CO3 sensitivity Hogben & Brodie

(1955)

Methadone I g + 4 ml H20 I ml ION NaOH Ethylene 0.5M phos- 2 Wash removes Way, Sung & Mc-
+5 ml 15% tri- dichloride phate, pH 7 metabolite Kelway (1949)
chloroacetic
acid

Acetyl- 0.5 g + 4.5 ml 1 ml 1ON NaOH Ethylene 0.5M phos- 2 Wash removes meta- Sung & Way (1954)
methadol H20+3 ml 15% dichloride phate, pH 5.4 bolic products'

trichloroacetic
acid

Propoxy- | General 1 ml 10% NaOH Ethylene Borate, 2 Wash removes meta- Lee, Scott &
phene dichloride pH 9.0 bolic products Pohland (1959)

Pethidine General 10 ml ION Ethylene O.5M phos- 3 Wash removes nor- Way, Swanson &
NaOH dichloride phate, pH 7 pethidine; removal Gimble (1947); Way,

less complete from Gimble, McKelway,
liver Ross, Sung & Ells-

worth (1949)
3 ml of super- 1.5 ml IN Benzene O.5M phos- 3 Wash removes nor- Burns, Berger, Lief,
natant from NaOH phate, pH 7 pethidine; removal Wollack, Papper &
0.5 g + 2.5 ml less complete from Brodie (1955)
H20 +2 ml 10% liver
metaphos-
phoric acid

Ethohepta- General 0.25 ml IN Toluene 0.2M borate, 2 Wash removes N-de- Walkenstein, Mac-
zine NaOH pH 10 alkylated metabolite Mullen, Knehel &

Seifter (1958)

Morphine a 1 g + 13.5 ml NaHCO3 Ethylene 0.8M borate, I Optical-density/con- Woods, Cochin,
0.5N HCI; 10 ml dichloride pH 9, 1M I centration relation- Fornefeld &
aliquot + 5 ml phosphate, ship non-linear Seevers (1954)
20% trichloro- pH 5
acetic acid; 10
ml aliquot of
filtrate

Nalorphine a - Procedure same as for Woods & Muehien-
rpin eck (1957)

a Converted to p-nitrobenzoylester prior to reacting with methyl orange and extracted with ethyl acetate.
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of the isolated drug rather than the actual yield that
is relevant in such determinations. This is a tre-
mendous advantage, since it allows repeated purifica-
tion procedures to be applied even though the final
yield is as low as a few per cent. So long as suitable
apparatus is available for weighing (or for measuring
by other accurate methods) small quantities of a
pure compound, the isotope dilution method shows
a wide range of adaptability for tissues containing
low to high concentrations of radioactivity by being
able to accommodate varying amounts of added
carrier. Precise measurements must be made of
the following: (a) the amount of carrier added to an
aliquot of homogenized tissue; (b) the specific
activity of the drug after dilution with carrier,
which is determined following extraction and
purification; (c) the specific activity of the drug
originally injected. When the specific activity of
the drug after dilution with carrier is multiplied by
the total weight of the carrier added, and divided
by the aliquot taken for analysis, one arrives at the
figure for radioactivity in the tissue due to unaltered
drug. This can be divided by the specific activity
of the drug originally injected to convert radio-
activity to the weight in micrograms of the drug
present in the tissue. Using an isotope dilution
technique, Adler, Elliott & George (1957) were able
to detect concentrations of morphine as low as
0.028 ,tg/ml in plasma. Morphine-N-14CH3 in
biological media was determined by adding carrier
morphine to the sample to be analysed. After
recovery and purification of the isotopically diluted
morphine-N-14CH3 by conventional procedures, it
was converted to crystalline dinitro-phenyl-mor-
phine-N-'4CH3, and the specific activity determined.
The purity of the crystalline derivative was ascer-
tained by its powder X-ray diffraction pattern,
thus making this method one of the most specific as
well as sensitive methods for the determination
of morphine.

ABSORPTION

In general, absorption of morphine and its surro-
gates is relatively good after parenteral admini-
stration and erratic after oral medication. Pharma-
cological or clinical effects can usually be noted
within a few minutes after hypodermic injection, but
peak effects may not occur until after 1 hour.
Studies on animals also indicate a rapid rate of
disappearance of these compounds from the site of
administration. The quantitative studies have been
summarized in Table 3. With some compounds

there is relatively little quantitative information
concerning their absorption; in such cases qualitative
data describing the onset of pharmacological effects
have been included, although there has been no
attempt to be comprehensive in this matter.

Absorption of morphine and its surrogates is
generally thought to occur by diffusion rather than
by processes involving energy expenditure. That
the passage of these agents from the site of admini--
stration to the blood-stream is governed mainly
by physical processes is indicated by the fact that
distribution between the gastric juice and plasma
of certain alkaloids after oral medication is pre-
dictable from the dissociation constant and the lipid
solubility of their undissociated forms (Walton,
1935; Travell, 1940a, 1940b; Brodie & Hogben,
1957). The reason why absorption is less after oral
administration than after hypodermic injection can
be explained largely on a physical basis. It is recog-
nized that organic bases generally penetrate cells
as the undissociated molecule, which is the more
lipid-soluble form. Acidic conditions such as are
found in the upper intestinal tract would ionize the
compounds and as a result depress their absorption.
As Albert (1960) has pointed out, not only are ions
increased in size owing to hydration but, also, owing
to their charge they would tend either to be repelled
or adsorbed by a lipoprotein membrane.

Factors other than physical processes which might
affect absorption also should be borne in mind, as
evidenced by the findings with respect to cortisone
facilitation of the rate of absorption and excretion
of methadone (Elliott & Elison, 1959), and the
accelerating effect of blocking histaminic action or
release on morphine absorption (Milthers & Schou,
1958).
The studies on the absorption of morphine and

its surrogates bring out certain points which are
often overlooked. The rate of disappearance of the
drug is not always an accurate criterion for absorp-
tion rate, since the absorption rate can be slower than
is indicated by the rate of disappearance of the drug
if biotransformation of the drug occurs at the admi-
nistration site, as with heroin (Way, Kemp, Young
& Grassetti, 1960). With oral administration,
the absorption rate can be more rapid than is indi-
cated by the rate of disappearance of the drug from
the gastro-enteric tract if secretion of the agent into
the stomach occurs, as in the case of acetylmethadol
(Sung & Way, 1954). The phenomenon of secretion
into the gastro-enteric tract is to be. expected for
organic bases (Brodie & Hogben, 1957) in general.
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TABLE 3

ABSORPTION OF MORPHINE AND ITS SURROGATES

Compound and route Species Criterion for absorption lesults ReferencesI I I I~~~~~~~~~~Rsut

Rate of appearance in plasma

Rate of appearance in plasma

Rate of appearance in blood

Radioactivity in CNS after
morphine-N-'4CH3

Disappearance from injection
site

Disappearance from injection
site

Disappearance from injection
site

Appearance in blood

Tissue levels

Disappearance from injection
site

14C02 in breath after morphine-
N-'4CH3

Disappearance from injection
site

Appearance in plasma

Appearance in blood

Pharmacological effects

Appearance in plasma

Appearance in blood

Appearance in blood

Disappearance from Injection
site

Pharmacological effects

Peak levels between 90 and
120 min.

Peak levels at 45 min.

Peak levels at 30 min.

Peak levels at 60 min.; some
present at 15 min.

50% at 30 min.

Over 90% within 60 min.

84% within 4 hrs

Detectable levels at 10 min.

Detected at 15 min.

50% at 15 min.; 90% at 60 min.

Peak rate between 30 and 90
min.

67% at 30 min.

Peak levels within 45 min.

High levels within 35 min.

Essentially negative

Levels barely detectable

Peak levels at 60 min.

Detected at 15 min.

Over 95% by 60 min.

Negligible

Melleft & Woods (1956)

Cochin, Haggart, Woods &
Seevers (1954)

Fleischmann (1929)

Miller & Elliott (1955)

Kupferberg & Way
(unpublished data)

March & Elliott (1954)

Woods (1954)

Milthers & Schou (1958);
Milthers (1958)

Keeser, Oelkers & Raetz
(1933)

Way, Young, Johnson &
Kemp (unpublished data)

Elliott, Tolbert, Adler &
Anderson (1954)

Hatcher & Gold (1929)

Cochin, Haggart, Woods &
Seevers (1954)

Mull (1937)

Comroe & Dripps (1948);
Beecher, Keats, Mosteller &
Lasagna (1953); Isbell &
Fraser (1953)

Cochin, Haggart, Woods &
Seevers (1954)

Siminoff & Saunders (1958)

Achor & Geiling (1956)

Adler, Elliott & George
(1957)

Walton & Lacey (1935a,
1935b)

Codeine
Subcutaneous Monkey Appearance in plasma Peak levels at 60 min. Woods, Muehlenbeck &

Mellet (1956)

of Dog Appearance in plasma Peak levels at 45 min. Woods, Muehlenbeck &
Mellett (1956)

to Rat Disappearance from injection 73% by 60 min.; 85% by 120 Latham & Elliott (1950)
site min.

.. to Appearance in tissue Appreciable levels in CNS at Latham & Elliott (1950); Mil-
15 min.; peak at 60 min. ler & Elliott (1955); Elliott &

Adler (1956)
Intramuscular Man Appearance of 14CO2 in breath Detected at 15 min. Adler, Fujimoto, Way &

after radioactive codeine Baker (1955)

Sublingual Dog Pharmacological effects 27-54 times the subcutaneous Walton & Lacey (1935a,
dose for comparable effects 1935b)

Morphine
Subcutaneous

n

ot

Intramuscular

if

of

it

Oral

nt

Intraperitoneal

su

Intrapopliteal

Sublingual

Monkey

Dog

Rabbit

Rat

if

it

Guinea-pig

Mouse

Man

Dog

of

Rabbit

Man

Dog

Rabbit

Mouse

Rat

Dog
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TABLE 3

ABSORPTION OF MORPHINE AND ITS SURROGATES (continued)

Compound and route 1 Species T Criterion for absorption Results [ References

Heroin

Subcutaneous Rat Appearance of metabolic pro- Peak at 15 min. Way, Young, Johnson &
duct, 6-monoacetylmorphine, Kemp (unpublished data)
In tissue

Mouse Disappearance from Injection Over 90% at 15 min. Way, Kemp, Young & Gras-
site seftt (1960)

Appearance of metabolites In Peak at 15 min. Way, Kemp, Young & Gras-
tissue setti (1960)

Other Onset of pharmacological Marked within 2 min. in dog, Guinard (1899)
effects cat, horse, donkey, goat, rab-

bit, guinea-pig

Oral Other Onset of pharmacological Within 20-30 min. but results Guinard (1899)
effects more irregular than with sub-

cutaneous administration

Sublingual Man Onset of pharmacological Noted In 1 of 3 trials Walton (1935); Walton &
effects Lacey (1935b)

Dog Onset of pharmacological Noted within 4-7 min. Walton & Lacey (1935a)
effects

Nalorphine

Subcutaneous Man Onset of effects Within a few min. Wikier, Fraser & Isbell
(1953)

Dog Appearance In plasma Maximum levels at 15-60 min. Woods & Muehienbeck
(1957); Woods & Hug (1959)

of Rat Disappearance from Injection Over 95% within 4 hrs Woods & Muehienbeck
site (1957)

of |Mouse Onset of effects Death within 15-90 min. Unna (1943)

Levorphanol (L)
Dextrorphan (D)

Racemorphan (R)

Subcutaneous Man Onset of effects of L and R Marked effects between 1 and Isbell & Fraser (1953)
4 hrs

of Monkey Appearance in plasma of L Peak levels at 30 min. Woods, Mellett & Andersen
(1958)

Dog Appearance of L in plasma or Peak levels at 3045 min. Shore, Axelrod, Hogben &
tissue Brodie (1955); Woods, Mel-

lett & Andersen (1958)

Oral Man Onset of effects of L and R Marked effects between 2 and Isbell & Fraser (1953)
6 hrs

to Rat Disappearance of R from gut Over 50% in 30 min. Fisher & Long (1953)

Intraperitoneal Dog Appearance in plasma of L Peak levels at 30 min. Shore, Axelrod, Hogben
and D & Brodie (1955)

Levallorphan
Subcutaneous Dog Appearance in blood Noted at 60 min. Brossi, Hafliger & Schnider

I(19
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TABLE

ABSORPTION OF MORPHINE AND ITS SURROGATES (concluded)

Compound and route [ Species F Criterion for absorption Results F References

Methadone (R, L & D) a
Subcutaneous Rat Disappearance of R from in- Over 53% after t hr; over 80% Elliott, Chang, Abdou &

jection site at 2-3 hrs Anderson (1949); Rickards,
Boxer & Smith (1950)

Appearance of R in plasma Within 10 min. Adler & Eisenbrandt (1949)
Appearance of R In bile Within 10 min. Eisenbrandt, Adler, Elliott

& Abdou (1949)
Appearance of R In tissue Peak levels at 30 min. Elliott, Chang, Abdou &

Anderson (1949); Rickards,
Boxer & Smith (1950); Miller
& Elliott (1955)

Oral Rat Disappearance of R from GI 70% within 120 min. Way, Swanson & Gimble
tract (1947)

Intraperitoneal Rat Appearance of R In tissue Peak levels at 60 min. Way, Swanson & Gimble
(1947)

Appearance of R in tissue 2-hr levels higher than 4-hr Sung, Way & Scoft (1953)
Appearance of L and of D 2-hr levels higher than 4-hr Sung & Way (1953b)
In tissue

Acetylmethadol a
Subcutaneous Man Euphoria Delayed until 4-6 hrs; lasted Fraser & Isbell (1952)

72 hrs
to

PI Analgesia Within 90 min., but delayed Keats & Beecher (1952)
toxic effect at 12-0 hrs

Rat Disappearance of L and D Over 70% within 60 min. for Sung & Way (1954)
from Injection site both L and D

Oral Man Onset of effects of L Noted at 1 hr and lasted 48 hrs Fraser & Isbell (1952)
Rat Disappearance of L and D 20% of both Land D at 60 min.; Sung & Way (1954)

from stomach D,98%at13 hrs; L,50%at24hrs

Propoxyphene
Subcutaneous Rat Onset of " analgesia" Peak effect at 60-90 min. Robbins (1955)

Pethidine
Subcutaneous Rat Disappearance from injection 88% at 12 hrs Plotnikoff, Elliott & Way

site (1952)
Oral Man Appearance in plasma Peak between 1 and 2 hrs Burns, Berger, Lief, Wol-

lack, Papper & Brodie (1955)
of Rat Disappearance from GI tract 80% at 60 min.; 90% at 4 hrs Way, Gimble, McKelway,

Ross, Sung & Ellsworth
(1949)

Intramuscular Man Appearance in saliva Detectable amounts at 60 min. Way, Gimble, McKelway,
and 120 min. Ross, Sung & Ellsworth

(1949)
Intraperitoneal Rat Appearance in tissue 2-hr levels higher than 3-hr Way, Gimble, McKelway,

Ross, Sung & Ellsworth
(1949)

It . .....Mouse Disappearance from total 85% within 60 min. Burns, Berger, Lief, Wol-
animal lack, Papper & Brodie (1955)

Anilerldine
Subcutaneous Dog Onset of effects Less than 60 min. Orahovats, Lehman & Cha-

pin (1957)
to Rat Appearance in tissue Peak levels at 60 min. Porter (1957)

Oral Dog Onset of effects Less than 60 min. Orahovats, Lehman & Cha-
pin (1957)

of . ... .....Rat"Analgesia" Maximal at 20-30 min. Orahovats, Lehman & Cha-
pin (1957)

Ethoheptazine
Intraperitoneal Dog Appearance in plasma Peak levels within 60 min. Walkenstein, MacMullen,

Knehel & Seifter (1958)
of Rat Appearance in organs 30-min. levels higher than 90- Walkenstein, MacMullen,

min. Knehel & Seifter (1958)

a R = racemate; L = /-isomer; D = d-isomer.
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Using onset of pharmacological effects as a criterion
for the rate of absorption of a compound can also
sometimes be misleading, as indicated by a con-

sideration of the optical isomers of a-acetylmethadol.
The i-isomer has a delayed onset and a long duration
of action while the d-isomer has a relatively rapid
onset and a considerably shorter duration of effect
(Eddy, May & Mosettig, 1952; Fraser & Isbell,
1952; Keats & Beecher, 1952). Despite this differ-
ence, however, the rates of disappearance of the
individual isomers from their injection sites and their
rates of appearance in various tissues are approxi-
mately the same, indicating that the rates and
degrees of absorption for all isomers are comparable
(Sung & Way, 1954).

DISTRIBUTION

The very nature of the pharmacological effects
elicited by morphine and its surrogates indicates a

highly selective action at specific receptor sites, but,
none the less, these compounds being organic bases
share many features of biological disposition which
are characteristic for basic compounds. While the
blood flow to a particular organ may influence the
rate of uptake of a drug, other factors related to the
chemical and physical properties of a drug play a

more prominent role in determining the total tissue
uptake of basic compounds. Most organic bases
after being absorbed rapidly leave the blood and
localize in high concentrations in parenchymatous
or reticulo-endothelial tissues (Way, 1953). Organs
such as the lungs, spleen, liver and kidneys generally
exhibit, within a few minutes after absorption, drug
concentrations considerably in excess of those
present in the blood. Brain, skeletal muscle, and
other tissues also have the ability to concentrate
organic bases, but to a much lesser degree than the
afore-mentioned organs. This distribution pattern
has been found for organic bases such as the anti-
histamines (Glazko & Dill, 1949; Way & Dailey,
1950; Dailey, Way, Parikh, Sung & Howie, 1950),
emetine (Gimble, Davison & Smith, 1948), and anti-
malarials (Dearborn, Kelsey, Oldham & Geiling,
1943; Chen & Geiling, 1944; Shannon, Earle, Brodie,
Taggart & Berliner, 1944; Hiatt & Quinn, 1945),
and in this respect morphine and its surrogates are

quite similar.
The ability of basic substances to concentrate in

tissue would appear to explain in part the high
pharmacological potency inherent in most alkaloidal
compounds, including the "narcotic " analgesics.
Therapeutic doses of organic bases used in medicine

seldom exceed 100 mg and some, such as the auto-
nomic agents, elicit adverse effects in doses of less
than 1 mg. In contrast, organic acidic compounds
such as the salicylates, p-aminosalicylic acid,
probenecid, sulfonamides, etc., can be administered
in much larger doses. While one must be cognizant
of the fact that individual compounds have inherently
selective properties, one may partially explain the
difference in toxicity between acidic and basic sub-
stances on the basis of differences in their abilities
to gain access to their respective sites of action.
Acidic compounds, being largely in anionic form at
blood pH, generally have a limited ability to pene-
trate cells and tend to be distributed extracellularly.
This favours rapid excretion of the compound in the
urine, and hence larger doses are required to elicit
an effect. On the other hand, with basic amines
significant amounts exist at pH 7.4 in the undissoci-
ated form, which favours penetration into the cells.
Thus, with morphine and its surrogates, it has been
calculated that between 2% and 14% of the drug
exists as the molecular species at body pH (Beckett,
1956). This amount is apparently sufficient to allow
the base to penetrate the cell where the relatively
high pka's of these compounds favour their com-
bination with anionic receptor sites within the cell.

Evidence that the distribution of basic amines
between plasma and various tissues is a function of
the amount of free base present at blood pH is well
shown by the studies where systemic acidification
increases the plasma concentration of quinacrine
and chloroquine and hastens the urinary excretion
of these compounds (Jailer, Rosenfeld & Shannon,
1947; Jailer, Zubrod, Rosenfeld & Shannon, 1948).
The effect was explained on the basis of altered
partition of drug between tissue and plasma, since
it was calculated that the proportion of quinacrine
in the form of the free base is reduced by a factor of
8 if the pH is reduced from 7.4 to 6.9. In line with
these results, Way, Overman & Howie (1947) have
found that the urinary excretion of diphenhydramine
is increased by ingestion of ammonium chloride.
Studies in a similar vein may be cited for octin
(Ligon, Swanson & Way, 1947), nicotine (Haag,
Larson & Schwartz, 1943), and quinine (Haag,
Larson & Schwartz, 1943; Andrews & Cornatzer,
1944).
While actual studies have not been performed with

the morphine series, their pka range is such that a
similar relationship between blood pH and distribu-
tion characteristics should hold. It may be pointed
out, however, that the tissue uptake of morphine
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relative to its surrogates cannot be rigidly correlated
with the pka of each compound, and hence other
factors must also influence the distribution of these
agents. Nevertheless, it is difficult to escape the
conclusion that the distribution characteristics of
morphine and its congeners arise in part from their
basic properties. Thus, the basic properties of these
compounds favour their ability to gain access to
target sites, where pharmacological effects are
elicited. However, these same basic properties also
facilitate the uptake of the drug by other organs,
which is an important factor tending to limit the
intensity of the response to a given dose of a com-
pound. This localization of the drug in pharmaco-
logically indifferent organs would also tend to
prolong the duration of the effect, since these organs
serve as repositories for the drug. The onset, inten-
sity and duration of action of any analgesic, there-
fore, are greatly influenced by the amount of drug
taken up by tissues other than the target organ, and
this distribution is subject to modification by many
factors.

Recent studies on the organ distribution of
morphine and its surrogates are summarized in
Table 4. The distributions of morphine and its
surrogates all follow more or less the general pattern
described for organic bases in that after absorption
they rapidly leave the blood and concentrate in such
organs as the lung, spleen, kidneys, and liver. The
adrenals and thyroid generally show a high affinity
for these compounds. Within a short period after
intravenous injection of nearly toxic doses, the
blood levels of these agents are barely detectable
with methods sensitive to concentrations of a few
micrograms per millilitre. Drug concentrations in
the brain are generally rather low as compared with
most organs. However, according to Miller &
Elliott (1955), the levels of three compounds (mor-
phine, codeine, and methadone) in the central
nervous system of rats correlated well with the
intensity and duration of " analgesic " effect (reaction
time of tail to thermal stimulus).
With particular reference to morphine, there

appears to be a significant blood-brain barrier to the
compound, although uptake of small quantities of
the drug by the brain is relatively rapid (Miller &
Elliott, 1955; Way, Young, Johnson & Kemp,
unpublished data). The concentration of free
morphine attained in the brain on a mg/kg basis is
generally but a very small fraction of that to be
expected assuming uniform distribution of the drug
in the animal, whereas other organs show a selective

preference for morphine. The experiments of Adler,
Elliott & George (1957) may be cited as an example
to illustrate the exquisite sensitiveness of the brain
to morphine. Sixty minutes after injection of a
2 mg/kg dose of 14C-labelled morphine in rats, with
the exception of one of eight animals, cerebral levels
ranged between 0.04 and 0.09 ,ug/g. Despite the fact
that these levels are the lowest measurable levels of
morphine recorded, they represent maximum values
which may be too high by several-fold. Specific
activity studies after isotope dilution indicated that
only 10% to 20% of the 14C present in the tissue
could be recovered as free morphine. Moreover,
since blood levels of radioactivity were more than
6 to 20 times higher than cerebral levels, any blood
trapped in the central nervous system would tend to
elevate the radioactivity of the organ and a correction
for this should be applied. Finally, if one considers
that radioautographs of brain sections taken from
rats injected with labelled morphine showed con-
centrations of radioactivity primarily in the highly
vascularized choroid plexus and ventricles rather
than in the neuronal elements of the brain (Miller
& Elliott, 1955), it becomes quite apparent that the
central nervous system must indeed exhibit an
extremely sensitive and select response to mor-
phine.

In contrast to the central nervous system, other
tissues usually attain morphine levels considerably
higher than those found in blood, and those organs
concerned with the excretion of morphine, particu-
larly the kidneys, show a considerable capacity to
concentrate the drug. With a subcutaneous dose of
labelled morphine (Miller & Elliott, 1955), the renal
level in terms of radioactivity at 60 minutes was
more than 3 times higher than that to be expected
assuming uniform distribution of the drug, and was
roughly about 80 times higher than the cerebral
level. The uptake of morphine by the liver, although
considerably less than that by the kidney, was still
much greater than that by the brain, the radioactivity
in the liver being approximately 20 to 25 times higher
than that in the cerebrum (Miller & Elliott, 1955;
Adler, Elliott, & George, 1957).

Despite the practical importance of having infor-
mation concerning the placental passage of analgesic
compounds, there has been surprisingly little em-
phasis on this. There are considerable qualitative
data, based on pharmacological evidence, that mor-
phine and some of its surrogates do cross the pla-
cental barrier. As summarized by Baker (1960) in
his recent review, the fact that the use of morphine

5
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TABLE 4. TISSUE DISTRIBUTION OF MORPHINE AND ITS SURROGATES

Compound Species concentrationsh Remarks References

Morphine Monkey A, Lu, P, K High levels of bound morphine in Mellet & Woods (1956)
kidney and bile of all species; low
levels of free morphine in brain

Dog K, Lu, S, GI, M Hatcher & Gold (1929); Plant & Pierce
(1933); Wolff, Riegel & Fry (1933);
Woods (1954,1957)

Rat K, L, S, A, T March & Elliott (1954); Hosoya (1956);
Miller & Elliott (1955); Szerb & McCurdy
(1956); Adler, Elliott & George (1957);
Woods (1954, 1957); Young & Way
(unpublished data)

Other K, L Keeser, Oelkers & Raetz (1933); Mil-
thers (1958); Siminoff & Saunders (1958)

Codeine Rat L, K, A Higher levels than with morphine Adler & Latham (1950); Latham &
Elliott (1950); Adler, Fujimoto, Way &
Baker (1955); Miller & Elliott (1955);
Elliott & Adler (1956)

Heroin Mouse Rapidly declines in brain and carcass Way, Kemp, Young & Grassetti (1960);
owing to rapid biotransformation to Way, Young, Johnson & Kemp (un-
6-monoacetylmorphine and mor- published data)
phine

Nalorphine Dog S, K, P, M Lu Tissue uptake more rapid than with Woods (1957); Woods & Muehlenbeck
morphine (1957); Woods & Hug (1959)

Rat S, Lu, K, M, H Woods & Muehlenbeck (1957)

Levorphanol Dog Lu, S, K, L, H Highest concentration in soluble and Fisher & Long (1953); Shore, Axelrod,
microsomal fractions of brain, liver, Hogben & Brodie (1955); Woods,
and kidney Mellett & Andersen (1958)

Rat Woods, Mellett & Andersen (1958);
Mellett & Woods (1959)

d/-Methadone Rat Lu, L, K, S, A, T Firmly bound to tissue; excretion Adler & Eisenbrandt (1949); Elliott,
and rate of metabolism quite similar Chang, Abdou & Anderson (1949);
for both isomers Way, Sung & McKelway (1949); March,

Gordan & Way (1950); Rickards, Boxer
& Smith (1950); Winter& Flataker (1951);
Sung & Way (1953a, 1953b); Sung, Way
& Scott (1953); Miller & Elliott (1955);
Elliott & Elison (1959)

/-Methadone Rat Lu, L, S, K Sung & Way (1953b)
d-Methadone Rat Lu, L, K, S Sung & Way (1953b)

/-a-Acetyl- Rat Lu, St, H, B, K Levels of /-isomer more sustained Sung & Way (1954)
methadol and exhibit little relationship to

pharmacological effects
d-a-Acetyl- Rat Lu, St, K, H, B Sung & Way (1954)
methadol

Pethidine Man Lu, L, K Crosses placental barrier; metabol- Way, Gimble, McKelway, Ross, Sung
ized rather rapidly, slowest in humans & Ellsworth (1949); Kazyak (1959)

Dog B, K, Lu, L, 5, A Way, Gimble, McKelway, Ross, Sung
& Ellsworth (1949); Burns, Berger, Lief,
Wollack, Papper & Brodie (1955)
Way, Gimble, McKelway, Ross, Sung

Rat K, S, Lu, L, B & Ellsworth (1949); Plotnikoff, Elliott
& Way (1952)

Anileridine Rat Lu, B, K, L, GI Rapid decline in levels by 30 min. Porter (1957)

Ethohepta- Rat L, K Rapid decline in levels by 90 min. Walkenstein, MacMullen, Knehel &
zine . Seifter (1958)
a L = liver; Lu = lung; K = kidney; S = spleen; A = adrenal; T = thyroid; P = pancreas; H = heart; M = skeletal muscle;

GI = gastro-intestinal tract; St = stomach; B = brain.
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or heroin in the mother may lead to respiratory
depression, miosis, the withdrawal syndrome, and a
dramatic respiratory response to nalorphine in the
newborn infant indicates that the placenta is perme-
ated by these compounds. In the case of pethidine,
chemical evidence to this effect was obtained by
analysis of the urine (Way, Gimble, McKelway, Ross,
Sung & Ellsworth, 1949) and cord blood (Apgar,
Burns, Brodie & Papper, 1952) of newborn infants.
These studies, while furnishing useful information
as to the levels of pethidine obtainable in these
body fluids, fail, however, to divulge how much of
the agent had reached the foetus. Although less
than 1% of the dose of pethidine administered to
mothers during the first stage of delivery was found
in the foetal 24-hour urine of male newborn infants
(Way, Gimble, McKelway, Ross, Sung & Ellsworth,
1949), the total amount of pethidine recoverable in
terms of biotransformation products may be much
higher.

Endocrine factors often markedly affect the
pharmacology of the analgesics. Various investi-
gators have sought explanations in terms ofhormonal
influences on the biological disposition of these
agents.
Adrenalectomy has profound effects on the

sensitivity of response to morphine and results in
increased tissue levels of morphine without impairing
the animal's ability to conjugate morphine (Way,
Sung & Fujimoto, 1954; Adler, Elliott & George,
1957). Winter & Flataker (1951) reported that
cortisone or ACTH antagonized the effects of
methadone, and suggested that the mechanism might
be related to the change in ionic balance or fluid
shift, or both, effected by adrenocortical hormones
within nervous tissue. However, Elliott & Elison
(1959), on the basis of distribution studies, concluded
that this antagonism was related to cortisone facilita-
tion of the rate of passage of the drug through the
body. These workers reported that cortisone en-
hancement of methadone absorption was accom-
panied by an even greater enhancement of the
excretion of the compound, with the result that the
sojourn of methadone in the body and its pharmaco-
logical effects were decreased.
Although vasopressin increases sensitivity to

morphine and ACTH decreases sensitivity (Adler,
George & Elliott, 1956), neither treatment altered
markedly the gross distiibution characteristics of
morphine, though a decrease in plasma bound
morphine levels occurred after administration of
either hormone (Adler, Elliott & George, 1957).

Thiouracil feeding and thyroidectomy were found
to decrease sensitivity to methadone even though
the metabolic breakdown of the compound was
slowed down and tissue levels were elevated. Thyroid
feeding increased susceptibility to methadone. This
was found to be due in part to a slower rate of
degradation of methadone by the liver (Sung, Way
& Scott, 1953). Chronic administration of i-thyroxine
reduced in vitro N-demethylation of morphine
(Cochin & Sokoloff, 1960).

Despite the widespread metabolic effects of testo-
sterone, it apparently exerts little influence on the
actions and fate of methadone. The drug appears to
localize in the kidneys of rats to a greater extent in
females and castrated males than in normal males.
This can be prevented by administering testosterone.
The effect cannot be satisfactorily explained, and it
has been attributed to an unknown function of
testosterone (March, Gordan & Way, 1950).

Other factors, such as pretreatment with neostig-
mine (Szerb & McCurdy, 1956), /3-diethylamino-
ethyldiphenylpropyl acetate or SKF 525A (Hosoya,
1956), or nalorphine (Woods, 1957), did not induce
appreciable change in the gross distribution pattern
of morphine.

In summary, the distribution studies of morphine
and its surrogates provide descriptive data con-
cerning concentrations of the compounds attained
in various organs or tissues, which are useful for
indicating the nature of their cumulative properties.
However, such information contributes little to an
understanding of the mechanism of action, since
localization of the drugs in indifferent tissues repre-
sents drug association with " non-specific " receptors.
One need but emphasize again that the levels of the
analgesics found in the brain are extremely minute
relative to either the dosage administered or the
levels found in other organs. While studies of drug
concentrations in various parts of the central nervous
system, such as have been carried out with morphine
(Miller & Elliott, 1955; Adler, Elliott & George,
1957), and in cellular fragments of the brain, as
have been carried out with levorphanol (Mellett &
Woods, 1959), represent further refinement and
advancement in our knowledge about the distribu-
tion of analgesics, these measurements in terms of
specific sites of concentration are still relatively
crude. It is hoped that ultimately morphine and
other drug concentrations can be precisely estimated
at the actual receptor sites in order that quantifica-
tion of drug effects can be studied at the molecular
level.
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EXCRETION

Excretion is relatively unimportant in limiting the
effect of morphine and its surrogates. While it is
true that the compounds are ultimately eliminated
mainly via the urine, excretion is generally preceded
by biotransformation of the parent substance to
derivatives which are excreted more rapidly. If
metabolism of morphine and its surrogates did not
occur, the excretion of such agents would be pro-

longed indeed. This is due to the fact that like most
organic bases these analgesics have a high apparent
volume of distribution by virtue of their tendency
to leave the blood and localize in tissues. The
ensuing low plasma levels should result in a slow
clearance for such agents, particularly if extensive
plasma binding and tubular reabsorption are also
characteristics of the compound. It can be as-

certained (Table 5) that the 24-hour excretion of the
unchanged compounds in the urine is generally less
than 10%, and in many cases less than 5 %, of the
dose administered. The rate of excretion of the
compounds is most rapid soon after drug administra-
tion, coinciding, as might be expected, with the
clearance of these agents at or near peak plasma
levels.
The excretion of these analgesic compounds could

presumably be accelerated as it has been for other
weak organic bases (Haag & Larson, 1942; Haag,
Larson & Schwartz, 1943; Andrews & Cornatzer,
1944; Jailer, Rosenfeld & Shannon, 1947; Ligon,
Swanson & Way, 1947; Way, Overman & Howie,
1947; Jailer, Zubrod, Rosenfeld & Shannon, 1948)
by promoting their ionization with acidifying sub-
stances and thereby reducing the proportion of
diffusible free base available for tubular reabsorption.
The pka's of the morphine surrogates are of an

order which suggests that these agents may be
classified with this group of bases and hence should
exhibit similar excretion characteristics. The mecha-
nisms involved have not been fully elucidated, but
the process may be one of passive "non-ionic
diffusion" (Orloff & Berliner, 1956; Milne, Scribner
& Crawford, 1958). A discussion of the mechanisms
concerned in the renal tubular excretion of organic
bases is beyond the scope of this review. The
interested reader should consult the review of this
subject by Peters (1960).
The gastro-intestinal tract has been generally con-

sidered to be a minor route for elimination of the
morphine surrogates because only small amounts
have been found in faeces, and because the major
fraction of the dosage can generally be accounted

for in the urine. Only recently has the importance
of the biliary pathway for disposal of some of these
compounds been established. There is now con-
siderable evidence that a significant fraction of
morphine can be accounted for in the bile primarily
as conjugated morphine. Furthermore, biliary
excretion appears to be chiefly responsible for the
appearance of morphine in the faeces, and it is very
likely that the residual amounts of morphine
excreted in the urine for several days arise from
reabsorption of biliary morphine excreted into the
gastro-intestinal tract (Elliott, Chang, Abdou &
Anderson, 1949; March & Elliott, 1954; Mellett &
Woods, 1956; Woods, 1954). Biliary excretion may
be an important route of excretion for codeine
(Adler, 1953) and methadone (Eisenbrandt, Adler,
Elliott & Abdou, 1949; Sung & Way, 1950; Way,
Signorotti, March & Peng, 1951; Sung & Way,
1953b; Miller & Elliott, 1955), but not for acetyl-
methadol (Sung & Way, 1954).
While renal and alimentary excretion constitute

the major pathways for the elimination of morphine
and its surrogates, other body fluids such as saliva,
tears, sweat, and milk may be expected to carry at
least traces of these drugs. That their presence has
not always been detected in these fluids by chemical
tests indicates that the amounts excreted by such
routes are very low indeed. There has been very
little information to supplement that found in the
review by Krueger, Eddy & Sumwalt (1941, 1943).

Traces of free morphine (0.2-5 jug/ml) were found
in the perspiration of addicts but not in their saliva
(Oberst, 1942). According to Peterson (1955), the
presence of morphine in the saliva and urine of
horses after its parenteral administration was noted
in several laboratories. Despite the pharmacological
evidence suggesting that morphine may be excreted
in the milk (Krueger, Eddy & Sumwalt, 1941),
chemical evidence to this effect has not been fur-
nished. Attempts to detect pethidine in the milk of
lactating patients were also not successful (Way,
Gimble, McKelway, Ross, Sung & Ellsworth, 1949).

METABOLISM

Biotransformation is the chief factor limiting the
intensity of response and duration of effect of mor-
phine and its surrogates. In some instances, how-
ever, biotransformation may be essential in the
activation of compounds. While individual com-
pounds may undergo certain metabolic alterations
owing to structural peculiarities, many pathways are
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TABLE 5

PRODUCTS EXCRETED IN 24-HOUR URINE AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF MORPHINE OR ITS SURROGATES

Percentage of
dose recovered

Compound Species Metabolic products a References
Un- Meta-

changed bolized

Morphine Man 1-14 11-60 Mostly glucuronide Fry, Light, Torrance & Wolff (1929);
Deckert (1 936a, 1936b); Oberst (1940,
1941, 1942); Elsenman (1945); Oettel
(1950), Fujimoto & Way (1957); Paer-
regaard (1957b); Rapoport (personal
communication)

Monkey 7-13 42-92 Presumably glucuronide; decreases Mellett & Woods (1956)
with chronic morphine administra-
tion

Dog 9-20 35-60 Mostly glucuronide; may decrease Fry, Light, Torrance & Wolff (1929);
with chronic morphine administra- Pierce & Plant (1932); Plant & Pierce
tion (1933); Wolff, Riegel & Fry (1933);

Plant & Slaughter (1936, 1938);
Gross, Plant & Thompson (1938);
Gross & Thompson (1940); Thomp-
son & Gross (1941); Gross (1942);
Cochin, Haggart, Woods & Seevers
(1954); Woods (1954); Baker &
Woods (1957); Paerregaard & Poul-
sen (1958)

Rabbit 10-25 40-60 Presumably glucuronide Keeser, Oelkers & Raetz (1933);
Yoshikawa (1940); Hosoya (1959);
Otobe (1960)

Rat 10-30 20-50 Presumably glucuronide; may de- Adler & Eisenbrandt (1949); Fichten-
crease with chronic morphine admi- berg (1951); Zauder (1952); March
nistration; free and bound normor- & Elliott (1954); Way, Sung & Fuji-
phine moto (1954); Misra, Mul6 & Woods

(1961)
Mouse 33-75 Recovered by non-specific tracer Achor & Geiling (1953)

method
Other 41-82 Several species compared and re- Ikeshima (1935)

ported as unchanged morphine, but
method not reliable

Codeine Man 3-16 24-89 Mostly bound codeine; some bound Oberst (1940, 1941); Adler (1954);
norcodeine and bound morphine; Mannering, Dixon, Baker & Asami
traces of norcodeine and morphine (1954); Adler, Fujimoto, Way &

Baker (1955)
Monkey 3-10 24-49 Mostly bound codeine; some free Woods, Muehlenbeck & Mellett (1956)

and conjugated morphine
Dog 4-11 42-58 Mostly bound codeine; very little Paerregaard (1958); Woods, Mueh-

morphine free or bound lenbeck & Mellett (1956)
Rat 3 39 Probably mostly bound morphine; Adler (1953)

some bound codeine; norcodeine
present in bile but not in urine

Heroin Man 0 50-57 Mostly bound morphine; some free Goris & Fourmont (1931); Shen
morphine (1936); Oberst (1941, 1943b)

Rat 0 Trace of 6-acetylmorphine Way, Young, Johnson & Kemp
(unpublished data)

Nalorphine Dog 1-6 27-40 Mostly conjugated nalorphine Woods & Muehlenbeck (1957);
Woods & Hug (1959)

Levorphanol,
dextrorphan or
racemorphan Monkey 2-3 35 Mostly as conjugate Woods, Mellett & Andersen (1958)

Dog 3-8 25-60 Mostly as conjugate, no nor-deriv- Fisher & Long (1953); Brossi, Hafli-
atives ger & Schnider (1955); Shore, Axel-

rod, Hogben & Brodie (l955);
Woods, Mellett & Andersen (1958)

a Metabolites present as " bound " alkaloids or as acidic products are usually hydrolysed or esterified, respectively, to convert
them to forms more suitable for analysis; the incompleteness of these chemical reactions may contribute to low recovery values.
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TABLE 5 (concluded)
PRODUCTS EXCRETED IN 24-HOUR URINE AFTER ADMINISTRATION OF MORPHINE OR ITS SURROGATES

Percentage of
dose recovered

Compound Species Metabolic products a References
Un- Meta-

changed bolized

Dextromethorphan Dog 4-5 Some 3-methoxymorphinan, Fisher & Long (1953)
3-hydroxy-N-methylmorphinan and
3-hydroxymorphinan; method at
best semiquantitative

Levallorphan Dog 2 Free and conjugated levallorphan; Fisher & Long (1953)
data at best semiquantitative

Rat 1 15 Bulk unaccounted for; some bound Mannering & Schanker (1958)
levallorphan, free and bound
3-hydroxy morphinan plus unknown
free and bound metabolites

dI-Methadone Man 4 12-35 Studies reporting values greater than Cronheim & Ware (1948); Scott, Rob-
4% probably Include some N-de- bins & Chen (1948); Way, Signorotti,
alkylated metabolite that is also March & Peng (1951); Davis, Andres
excreted & King (1952)

Rat 4-11 Unknown base in urine not quanti- Elliott, Chang, Abdou & Anderson
fied; metabolite also appears in bile (1949); Way, Sung & McKelway
(Eisenbrandt, Adler, Elliott & Abdou (1949); Rickards, Boxer & Smith
(1949); Way, Signorotti, March & (1950); Way, Signorotti, March &
Peng (1951); Miller & Elliott (1955); Peng (1951); Schaumann (1960b)
Pohland (personal communication))

/-Methadone Rat 3-12 See comments for d/-methadone Sung & Way (1953b)

d-Methadone Rat 2-9 See comments for d/-methadone Sung & Way (1953b)

/- or d-a-Acetyl- Rat 3 Largely metabolized and unaccoun- Sung & Way (1954)
methadol ted for

Propoxyphene Man 3-10 Some dealkylated metabolite prob- Lee, Scott& Pohland (1959)
ably measured with unchanged
compound

Rat 13 See comment on man; unknown Lee, Scott & Pohland (1959)
metabolite in faeces (35%)

Pethidine Man 2-10 53 Norpethidine (2-15%); pethidinic acid Lehman & Aitken (1943); Oberst
(10-41%);norpethidinic acid (3-28%); (1943); Plotnikoff, Elliott & Way
bound pethidinic acid (0-16%); bound (1952); Burns, Berger, Lief, Wollack,
norpethidinic acid (4-22%) Papper & Brodie (1955); Plotnikoff,

Way & Elliott (1956)
Dog 5 48-hr excretion for pethidine and/or Walkenstein, MacMullen, Knehel &

norpethidine Seifter (1958)
Rat 2-7 18-40 About the same as man, except Plotnikoff, Elliott & Way (1952);

no bound pethidinic acid or nor- Plotnikoff, Way & Elliott (1956)
pethidinic acid

Anileridine Man 5 10-19 Mostly anileridinic acid; some acetyl- Porter (1957)
anileridinic acid

Rat 1 20 Mostly as acetylated anileridinic Porter (1957)
acid; some anileridinic acid

Guinea-pig 1 20 Same as rat Porter (1957)

Ethoheptazine Dog 4 17 De-esterified products and hydroxy- Walkenstein, MacMullen, Knehel &
I lated derivative Seifter (1958)

|Rabbit 2 5 De-esterified products Walkenstein, MacMullen, Knehel &
l Seifter (1958)

Rat | 2 7 De-esterified products Walkenstein, MacMullen, Knehel &
_________________ ___ l__l_|_ Seifter (1958)

a Metabolites present as " bound alkaloids or as acidic products are usually hydrolysed or esterified, respectively, to convert
them to forms more suitable for analysis; the incompleteness of these chemical reactions may contribute to low recovery values.
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common for agents of this group as a whole. The
predominant metabolic changes include dealkylation,
conjugation, and hydrolysis.

N-dealkylation
N-dealkylation is the metabolic pathway most

common to compounds in this series. This process
has important pharmacological implications as a
result of two provocative hypotheses: one by Beckett
and associates relating N-demethylation to the
analgesic action of morphine and its suITogates
(Beckett, Casy & Harper, 1956), and the other by
Axelrod relating N-demethylation to the develop-
ment of tolerance (Axelrod, 1956). A consideration
of these two hypotheses follows a brief recapitulation
of the evidence for N-dealkylation. The material
in this section has been organized so that compounds
about which we have the most definitive data are
presented first. For a more detailed consideration
of each compound the reader should refer to the
earlier instalments.
The earliest indication that N-demethylation might

be a metabolic pathway of the analgesics resulted
from studies on pethidine. Dealkylation of pethidine
to norpethidine was established by counter-cuITent
distribution studies in man and the rat (Way,
Gimble, McKelway, Ross, Sung & Ellsworth, 1949;
Plotnikoff, Elliott & Way, 1952; Plotnikoff, Way &
Elliott, 1956) and later by isolation of norpethidine
in the crystalline state from human urine (Burns,
Berger, Lief, Wollack, Papper & Brodie, 1955).
Demethylation of pethidine as well as other alkyl-
amines is catalysed by an enzyme system present in
liver microsomes, and reduced triphosphopyridine
nucleotide (TPNH) and oxygen are required (LaDu,
Gaudette, Trousof & Brodie, 1955). In man N-
demethylation appears to be an important pathway
for the disposal of pethidine since about one-third
of the compound can be accounted for in the urine
as norpethidine and its derivatives. The latter sub-
stances represent hydrolytic products of norpethidine
-namely, norpethidinic acid and its conjugate
(Plotnikoff, Way & Elliott, 1956).

Evidence that codeine is N-dealkylated was estab-
lished by the fact that after administration of N-
14CH3-labelled codeine, 14CO2 appeared in the
expired air and norcodeine was identified by counter-
cuITent distribution in the urine. Roughly 10% of
the dose is excreted as norcodeine, largely in the
conjugated form; only trace amounts of the base in
free form are excreted (Adler, Fujimoto, Way &
Baker, 1955).

Dealkylation of aliphatic amino analgesics such
as methadone was established only with some
difficulty, because of the instability of the resulting
demethylated product. A metabolite isolated from
rat bile (Way, Signorotti, March & Peng, 1951;
Way, Peng & Sung, unpublished data) was found to
have properties similar to those of a cyclic product
derived from des-N-methylmethadone. The latter
compound readily forms 1,5-dimethyl-3,3-diphenyl-
2-ethylidinopyrrolidine by dehydration of its inter-
mediate hemiketal form (Pohland, Sullivan & Lee,
personal communication).

N-demethylation is an important metabolic
pathway for the disposal of propoxyphene as judged
by the fact that after intravenous injection of
N-14CH3-labelled propoxyphene approximately 38%
of the radioactivity was eliminated as 14C02 within
22 hours (Lee, Scott & Pohland, 1959). A dealkyl-
ated metabolite, des-N-methylpropoxyphene, was
isolated as a dinitrophenyl derivative from the urine
of six volunteers.

It has been virtually taken for granted that
morphine is N-demethylated to normorphine. The
inference has been easy to draw because N-
demethylation was established earlier as a metabolic
pathway for pethidine (Plotnikoff, Elliott & Way,
1952; Plotnikoff, Way & Elliott, 1956) and codeine
(Adler, Fujimoto, Way & Baker, 1955), and pulmon-
ary excretion of 14CO2 after injection of morphine-
N-14CH3 in man (Elliott, Tolbert, Adler & Anderson,
1954) and rats (March & Elliott, 1954) was found to
be rapid. However, recovery ofnormorphine as a bio-
transformation product following morphine admini-
stration has been reported for the rat only (Misra,
Mule & Woods, 1961). Since the amount of 14CO2
obtained in the breath of man after injection of
morphine-N-14CH3 is about the same as that obtained
after injection of codeine-N-14CH3 (Adler, Fujimoto,
Way & Baker, 1955), if the N-demethylation pro-
cesses are analogous, some 10% of the dose of
morphine ought to be found in a 24-hour urine
sample as free and bound normorphine. However,
attempts to show that any normorphine is present
in urine have met with no success, and the recent
work of Rapoport (personal communication) indi-
cates that the total amount of normorphine excreted
in 24 hours in the urine of man must be less than
0.5% of the dose. The absence of normorphine
from the urine after morphine administration is, of
course, no proof that the metabolite is not formed
in vivo. Any one of several explanations offered in
the first instalment of this study could account for
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the failure to detect normorphine even if small
amounts were released in the body.

Nalorphine was found to be dealkylated to nor-
morphine by rat liver microsomes in the presence of
TPNH and 02 at a rate faster than that of morphine
to normorphine (Axelrod & Cochin, 1957). Schrappe
(1959) reported that low-grade dependence developed
after chronic administration of nalorphine, and
suggested that this could be the result of N-dealkyla-
tion of the compound to normorphine.
The status of levorphanol and dextrorphan with

respect to N-dealkylation is similar to that of
morphine. There is suggestive but inconclusive
evidence that levorphanol and dextrorphan may be
N-demethylated to their corresponding nor-deriva-
tives by the monkey and the rat, but in the dog any
attempts to identify norlevorphanol and nordextror-
phan or their conjugates in the urine have been
unsuccessful (Shore, Axelrod, Hogben & Brodie,
1955).
A metabolite of anileridine was present as an

unidentified diazotizable substance found principally
in the free state in human urine and in a bound
form that is released by hydrolysis in rat and guinea-
pig urine; this substance may represent a degradation
product derived from the process of N-dealkylation.
Suggestive evidence exists also for N-demethylation
of ketobemidone (Vidic, 1953a, 1955) and of etho-
heptazine (Walkenstein, MacMullen, Knehel &
Seifter, 1958).
The formation of nor-derivatives may be depen-

dent on the enzymatic oxidation of the tertiary
amine group to the amine oxide, followed by re-
arrangement to a carbinol compound and sub-
sequent hydrolysis yielding the secondary amine and
formaldehyde. If the initial reaction between an
" activated peroxide " and morphine or its surrogates
results in formation of an N-oxide, the subsequent
steps leading to formaldehyde release need not
necessarily depend on enzymatic reactions. Re-
arrangement of tertiary amine N-oxides to carbinol
compounds, followed by hydrolysis to formaldehyde
and the secondary amines, can occur under mild
chemical conditions (pH 5-7, 38°C) when catalysed
by a ferric-ion/tartrate complex (Fish, Johnson,
Lawrence & Horning, 1955; Fish, Sweeley, Johnson,
Lawrence & Horning, 1956). Under such conditions
one would expect a secondary reaction to occur-
namely, reduction of some of the N-oxide by form-
aldehyde leading to regeneration of the tertiary
amine and oxidation of formaldehyde to formic
acid. This secondary reaction would be minimized

in a system containing a formaldehyde-trapping
reagent.

Brodie, Gillette & LaDu (1958) have suggested
that the initial step in either N-dealkylation or
0-dealkylation may involve a direct substitution of
a hydroxyl group for an alkyl hydrogen, with sub-
sequent hydrolysis to the corresponding dealkylated
amine or phenol, respectively, and an aldehyde.
The work of Gillette, Brodie & LaDu (1957) has
shown that oxidative dealkylation of monomethyl-
4-aminoantipyrine occurs when there is a con-
comitant oxidation of TPNH by a specific TPNH-
oxidase, but not when TPNH is oxidized by the
cytochrome system. They have shown further that
the reaction of TPNH with TPNH-oxidase yields
" organic peroxides " even in the absence of drug
substrates. This suggests that the initial oxidative
attack at the N-alkyl position may depend on the
formation of a specific oxidant, possibly an " acti-
vated " peroxide. Apparently H202 per se does not
function in the microsomal system but can function
in an iron-containing model system, since generation
of H202 by the glucose/glucose-oxidase system
promoted oxidative dealkylation of N-alkyl amines
in the model system but not in the microsomal
system (Gillette, Dingell & Brodie, 1958).

Notwithstanding the lack of intimate knowledge
of the factors responsible for the oxidative dealkyla-
tion of morphine and its surrogates, the subsequent
release of the dealkylated residues poses some
interesting questions concerning the importance of
these metabolic events in vivo. Some of the dealkyl-
ated residues have been studied pharmacologically.
The compounds possess significant pharmacological
effect when administered in vivo, but the effects are
not always predictable. Miller & Anderson (1954)
compared the intraperitoneal " analgesic " potency
and acute toxicity (lethality) of three nor-derivatives
with those of their parent compounds in mice.
Normorphine and norpethidine were found to be
less analgesic but more toxic than morphine and
pethidine, respectively, whereas norcodeine was
found to be less analgesic and less toxic than codeine.
However, in man norcodeine appears to be as potent
as codeine in sedative effects in normal subjects,
and about 3 times more potent in addicts (Fraser,
Isbell & Van Horn 1958). Thus, whether N-
demethylation is to be viewed as detoxification or
as an activation process depends on the specific
compound and the specific pharmacological effect.

Significance in analgesia. The view that N-
demethylation is an activation process for analgesic
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effects has gained impetus as a result of the pro-
vocative hypothesis advanced by Beckett, Casy &
Harper in 1956. In earlier papers Beckett and his
colleagues (Beckett & Casy, 1954; Beckett, 1956;
Beckett, Casy, Harper & Phillips, 1956) had pro-
posed that the activity of an analgesic compound
was due to association with a specific receptor
surface in the central nervous system, and that a
drug-receptor complex was formed when certain
steric requirements for the drug molecule were
satisfied. In the later paper (Beckett, Casy & Harper,
1956) the authors postulated that the formation of
the drug-receptor complex does not itself produce
analgesia, but that following adsorption of the drug
on the receptor surface there occurs an oxidative
dealkylation with the release of the N-dealkylated
moiety. It is the presence of the nor-derivative on
the receptor surface that is considered to initiate the
analgesic response. Furthermore, it was postulated
that as the size of the alkyl group attached to the
nitrogen is increased, there is increased adsorption
of the drug, but at the same time there is also
increased difficulty in dealkylation of these large
groups.

It is true that this hypothesis is in accord with the
fact that as the size of the alkyl group increases
from methyl to ethyl to allyl, the analgesic potency
decreases and a gradual transition from analgesic
to anti-analgesic action is seen. However, several
of the assumptions are difficult to accept in the
absence of any experimental data. In explaining
the antagonism of morphine by nalorphine, it is
assumed that the receptor sites have a greater affinity
for nalorphine, thereby allowing it to displace
morphine from the surface; but since the rate of
dealkylation of nalorphine is presumed to be very
much lower, the essential metabolite, normorphine,
would not be available to the receptor. In accepting
these assumptions, one has to postulate that,
although dealkylation of nalorphine occurs more
readily than that of morphine in the one instance
where the phenomenon of dealkylation is known to
occur (i.e., by the liver enzymes (Axelrod & Cochin,
1957)), quite the reverse relationship must hold for
dealkylation at the receptor site. This reverse
relationship must also be postulated for codeine
and pethidine since these compounds, although less
analgesic, are N-demethylated more readily than
morphine by liver enzymes (Axelrod, 1956a, 1956b;
Takemori & Mannering, 1958).
The fact that normorphine is also antagonized

by nalorphine (Miller & Anderson, 1954; Lockett

& Davis, 1958) appears to us to be not in accord
with Beckett's hypothesis, especially since this
antagonism is seen even when normorphine has been
presented in proximity to the receptors in the central
nervous system by intracisternal injection (Lockett
& Davis, 1958). It seems reasonable to assume that
normorphine would be well adsorbed at the active
site since one might expect that the bond formed
between the anionic portion of the receptor and the
cationic portion of the drug would be greater for
normorphine than for nalorphine since the pka
ofnormorphine is 9.7 (Rapoport, personal communi-
cation) and that of nalorphine is 7.83 (Farmilo,
Oestreicher & Levi, 1954). Despite this, one must
postulate that the reinforcing non-ionic attractive
forces between nalorphine and receptor are still
great enough to facilitate a preferential adsorption
of nalorphine. According to this hypothesis, the
available normorphine, even after intracistemal
injection, is displaced from the analgesic receptors
by the more strongly adsorbed nalorphine and
therefore fails to be incorporated into the reaction
sequence resulting in analgesia. This may be the
case, but at present there are no adequate criteria
by which these assumptions can be judged.
One of the predictions from this hypothesis is that

the degree of analgesia of nor-derivatives should be
as great as, and the onset more rapid than, that of
the methylated compound. In order to circumvent
the experimental evidence by Miller & Anderson
(1954) that the nor-compounds are less potent
analgesics than their corresponding N-CH3 con-
geners, Beckett advanced the opinion that this was
due to the inability of blood-borne nor-compounds
to gain access to the receptor sites. He argued that
if the nor-compound could be introduced in the
vicinity of the receptor, such as by intracisternal
injection, then the activity of the nor-compound
should equal or exceed that of its methylated ana-
logue. This was found to be the case for normorphine
when compared with morphine (Lockett & Davis,
1958) and, furthermore, morphine itself interfered
with the action of normorphine when the two
alkaloids were presented together (Horlington &
Lockett, 1959). Thus, these observations after
intracisternal injection conform to the prediction.
However, Miller & Anderson (1954) found also that
although the analgesic potency of normorphine,
norpethidine or norcodeine after intraperitoneal
administration was less than that of the respective
methylated congeners, the toxicity of normorphine
and norpethidine by the same route was greater than
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that of their corresponding methylated analogues.
That both kinds of receptors share common pro-
perties is indicated by the fact that the toxicity of
morphine, as well as the analgesia, is decreased by
nalorphine (Miller & Anderson, 1954). We are,
therefore, reluctant to accept Beckett's argument
that the nor-compounds are unable to penetrate
into the central nervous system, since it is not clear
why normorphine and norpethidine, after intra-
peritoneal injection, should have so much difficulty
in gaining access to the analgesic receptor sites in
the central nervous system and so little difficulty in
gaining access to the other sites in the central nervous
system where they exert their toxic effects.

Since an integral part of the hypothesis is the
assumption that large alkyl substituents attached to
the nitrogen atom are not removed readily, thereby
resulting in antagonism of analgesic action, one
would predict that the N-phenylethyl and N-p-
aminophenylethyl analogues would be potent anti-
analgesic agents. On the contrary, these compounds
have been found to be more potent as analgesics
than their methyl analogues (e.g., anileridine as
compared with pethidine) (Perrine & Eddy, 1956;
May& Eddy, 1959). An explanation for the increased
analgesic potency of the phenylethyl analogue
has been offered which invokes the influence of
dipole moments on dealkylation rates (Beckett,
Casy & Harper, 1956). This argument, however,
cannot accommodate both the phenylethyl and the
p-aminophenylethyl groups.

In general it appears that attempts to correlate
analgesia with presumed rates of N-dealkylation in
the brain are of limited value in predicting the
position a compound will occupy within this group
of drugs, the designations of which range from
strong analgesic through weak analgesic to anti-
analgesic action. Notwithstanding the objections to
this hypothesis with respect to the importance of
N-dealkylation in initiating analgesia, it cannot be
denied that a significant and imaginative contribu-
tion has been made by the authors in basing the
specifications of the structural configuration of the
central receptor site on a consideration of the three-
dimensional molecular structure of active drugs.

In spite of our detailed criticism of Beckett's
hypothesis, we do not consider the objections we
have raised as ultimately damning. While future
evidence may provide support to substantiate their
arguments, we feel that, for the time being, attractive
as this hypothesis is, there are available no experi-
mental data to warrant the assumption that N-

dealkylation is a biotransformation process essential
for activation of these compounds. On the other
hand, considering the greater toxicity of some of the
nor-derivatives as compared with their methylated
analogues, it is difficult to consider this metabolic
event simply as a detoxification process. Even when
the nor-derivative is less toxic it does not necessarily
follow that N-demethylation represents detoxifica-
tion in vivo. For example, since normorphine is less
toxic than morphine when injected systemically
(Miller & Anderson, 1954), and since male rats
demethylate morphine much more readily than
female rats (March & Elliott, 1954), one would
expect the males to be much more resistant to the
toxic effects of morphine than the females. So far
as we know, however, no sex difference in either
the LD50 or the ED50 of morphine has ever been
reported for the rat. It may be concluded that the
role of N-demethylation in either promoting or
limiting any of the pharmacological responses to
morphine or its surrogates remains to be defined.

Significance in tolerance. Quite apart from any
role that N-demethylation may play in limiting (or
enhancing) the acute effects of the parent compound,
this metabolic process has recently been implicated
in the chronic effects, particularly the development
of tolerance.

Several years ago Axelrod found that in chroni-
cally morphinized male rats there was a marked
reduction in the ability of the liver microsomes to
demethylate morphine, dihydromorphinone or pethi-
dine (Axelrod, 1956a, 1956b; Axelrod & Cochin,
1957). Several points of similarity were noted
between the "analgesic" response of male rats in
vivo and the behaviour of the N-demethylating
system of the liver microsomes in vitro. These
included: (a) parallel activities (i.e., " analgesic"
potency and N-demethylation) of compounds, with
specificity of substrates extending to stereoisomers
of the same compound; (b) parallel antagonism of
activities by nalorphine; (c) parallel depression
of activities in chronically morphinized animals;
(d) parallel recovery of these activities during the
post-withdrawal period. In view of these similarities
Axelrod proposed that the liver N-demethylating
enzyme might serve as a model for the study of
narcotic drug receptor sites. The parallel reduction
observed in tolerant animals in the enzymic N-de-
methylation ofmorphine or its substitutes in vitro, and
in the pharmacological response in vivo, as well as
the observation that these activities recovered after
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withdrawal, led Axelrod to formulate a mechanism
of tolerance which is based on the assumption that
the enzymes in the microsomes and the receptors in
the central nervous system are closely related. He
stated: " The continuous interaction of narcotic
drugs with the demethylating enzymes inactivates the
enzymes. Likewise, the continuous interaction of
narcotic drugs with their receptors may inactivate
the receptors" (Axelrod, 1956a).

Examining the basic assumption that the micro-
somal enzymes and the central nervous system
receptors are closely related, we find that there are
certain apparent limitations to this relationship. It
can be noted that the less potent morphine surro-
gates, pethidine and codeine, are more readily
N-demethylated by the microsomes than is morphine
itself (Axelrod, 1956a, 1956b; Takemori & Manner-
ing, 1958); thus, in a non-tolerant animal there is
no parallelism between N-demethylation of a sub-
strate in vitro and its analgesic action in vivo.

Although Axelrod has never claimed that N-
demethylation of narcotic drugs in vitro is correlated
per se with analgesic activity, he does offer as an
example of similarity between the receptors and the
enzymes the fact that the pharmacologically active
1-forms of stereoisomers are N-demethylated much
more readily than the relatively inactive d-forms
(Axelrod, 1956b). However, exceptions to this
relationship were noted by Takemori & Mannering
(1958), who found that with rat and mouse liver
microsomes the 1- and d-isomers of 3-OH-N-
methylmorphinan were demethylated with equal
facility. Another point of similarity between
receptors and enzymes mentioned by Axelrod lies
in the action of nalorphine, which antagonizes the
" analgesia" produced by morphine and inhibits
N-demethylation in vitro in the non-tolerant animal
(Axelrod & Cochin, 1957). Exceptions to this
parallelism are found in the morphinan series,
where the pharmacologically inactive d-3-OH-N-
allylmorphinan (Benson, O'Gara & Van Winkle,
1952) is as effective as its pharmacologically active
i-isomer in inhibiting N-demethylation by mouse
microsomes (Takemori & Mannering, 1958), and
where other N-substituted analogues show an inverse
relationship between antagonism of analgesia and
inhibition of N-demethylation (Chemov, Miller &
Mannering, 1959).

In contrast to non-tolerant animals, tolerant
animals frequently do exhibit a certain parallelism
between the loss of analgesic response and the
reduction in capacity for N-demethylating morphine

or its surrogates in vitro (Axelrod, 1956a; Mannering
& Takemori, 1958; Cochin & Axelrod, 1959;
Herken, Neubert & Timmler, 1959). Conversely, a
drug such as dextrorphan, which does not induce
tolerance, similarly does not reduce the enzyme
activity (Mannering & Takemori, 1958). However,
the decreased N-demethylation found in a morphine-
tolerant animal is not limited to substrates such as
the morphine surrogates, but has been observed by
other investigators with substances like cocaine and
dimethylamino-antipyrine (Herken, Neubert &
Timmler, 1959). Moreover, even with morphine as
a substrate, the degree to which the analgesic
response is diminished does not parallel the degree
to which the N-demethylating activity is depressed
(Cochin & Axelrod, 1959), and during the post-
withdrawal period the recovery of the analgesic
response lags considerably behind the recovery of
the microsomes' N-demethylating capacity (Cochin
& Economon, 1959). Furthermore, in a few cases
ofpronounced tolerance no effect on the N-demethyl-
ating ability of the liver was seen (Herken, Neubert
& Timmler, 1959). The many exceptions to the
parallelisms between the analgesic activity in vivo
and the behaviour of the liver enzymes in vitro raise
considerable doubt as to the value of considering
the latter as a model for the study of events occurring
at the drug-receptor site in the central nervous
system.
Even when tolerance is accompanied by decreased

N-demethylating activity of the liver in vitro, it is
questionable whether the interaction between the
drug and the enzyme leads to " inactivation " of the
latter. Herken, Neubert & Timmler (1959) have
pointed out that, occasionally, pronounced tolerance
in rats is accompanied by no effect on the demethyl-
ating activity in vitro. Furthermore, the metabolism
of the N-methyl group of morphine in vivo appears
to be unaffected by the development of tolerance.
Thus, in man, after injection of morphine-N-14CH3
there was no difference between the amount of
pulmonary "4CO2 obtained, on the one hand, from
4 non-addicts and, on the other, from a morphine
addict of two years' standing with a daily intake of
90 mg of morphine at the time of the experiment
(Elliott, Tolbert, Adler & Anderson, 1954). A similar
lack of effect of tolerance on pulmonary excretion
of "4CO2 was found in 2 male rats chronically treated
with morphine for 6 weeks and then injected with
morphine-N-14CH3 (March & Elliott, 1954). Accor-
ding to this in vivo evidence we must conclude
that, contrary to the assumption in Axelrod's hypo-
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thesis, there has been no inactivation of the N-
demethylating enzymes accompanying the develop-
ment of tolerance.

Since the reduction in the ability of liver enzymes
of morphinized rats to demethylate morphine has
been demonstrated thus far only with microsomal
preparations, it might be well to focus attention on
the role of the N-demethylating inhibitory factors
normally found in rat liver nuclei and mitochondria
(Axelrod, 1956b). Some non-specific or indirect
effect accompanying the development of tolerance
might lead to increased permeability or fragility of
cell particles, which in turn might result in con-
tamination of the microsomes by inhibitory factors
as an artefact of the conditions of preparation.
While we are not particularly partial to this sugges-
tion, we offer it merely to point out that it is pre-
mature to invoke a specific drug-enzyme interaction
to explain this phenomenon which has been observed
only in vitro. A final difficulty in relating reduced
in vitro N-demethylation of morphine to an in vivo
interaction between morphine and the enzyme is the
fact that chronic administration of a totally unrelated
drug such as i-thyroxine also reduces the N-de-
methylating ability of the liver microsomes when they
are incubated with morphine (Cochin & Sokoloff,
1960).

0-dealkylation
Compounds in this series that contain an ether

linkage at the 3-position (e.g., codeine and dextro-
methorphan) are demethylated in vivo and in vitro
to yield the corresponding phenolic residues.
The appearance of 14CO2 in the breath of rats

given codeine-014CH3 suggested that 0-demethyla-
tion was an important metabolic pathway of codeine
(Adler & Latham, 1950). Soon after, it was found
that in man such demethylation results in the release
of the respective demethylated residue, morphine,
which is excreted in the urine along with other
codeine metabolites (Adler, 1952). Morphine was
isolated as the dinitrophenyl ether and the structure
verified by analysis of the powder X-ray diffraction
pattern as described by Adler & Shaw in 1952. It
has now been established by several studies that
0-demethylation of codeine to morphine occurs
in vivo in man (Mannering, Dixon, Baker & Asami,
1954; Adler, Fujimoto, Way & Baker, 1955; Paerre-
gaard, 1958), in the monkey (Woods, Muehlenbeck
& Mellett, 1956), in the dog (Paerregaard, 1958) and
in the rat (Adler & Shaw, 1951, 1952; Adler, 1953).
In vitro release of morphine occurs when codeine is

incubated with liver microsomes of various species,
including the dog, rabbit, guinea-pig, rat (Axelrod,
1955) and mouse (Takemori & Mannering, 1958).
0-demethylation of dextromethorphan has been

observed in vitro when the drug is incubated with
liver microsomes of rats (Axelrod, 1956b) or mice
(Takemori & Mannering, 1958). Brossi, Hafliger &
Schnider (1955) showed that 0-demethylation of
dextromethorphan occurs in vivo when they isolated
3-hydroxy-N-methylmorphinan and 3-hydroxy-
morphinan by paper chromatographic procedures
applied to urine samples from dogs given dextro-
methorphan.
The discovery that codeine is demethylated to

morphine in vivo is one of the most provocative
findings of the past decade, since it raises the question
of whether the pharmacological effects of admini-
stered codeine are due to the unaltered molecule
or to its metabolite, morphine. Strong support can
be found for either view but in no case is the evidence
unequivocal. Miller & Elliott (1955) concluded that
analgesia is due to the unaltered molecule since they
found evidence of only free codeine in the cerebrum
and midbrain of rats 30 minutes after injection of
codeine-N-14CH3, at which time the animals were
" completely analgesic ". Codeine was identified
by counter-current distribution of the 14C present
in a benzene extract of the tissue, and it should be
noted that neither morphine nor any norcodeine
(which would be non-radioactive in this case) would
be detected by this procedure. It is interesting to
note that if only 2%Y of the tissue 14C were due to
morphine, this would be equivalent to the con-
centration of 14C found in their experiments after
injection of 5 mg/kg morphine-N-14CH3, and even
lower concentrations than this are found after
smaller but still " analgesic" doses of injected
morphine (Adler, Elliott & George, 1957). Since
the experiments of Miller & Elliott were not designed
to rule out the possibility that small amounts of 14C
in the brain may have been due to morphine, their
conclusion that the analgesic action of codeine is due
to the unaltered molecule must remain tentative
until more definitive data are available.
The experiments of Cook, Naris, Toner & Fellows

(1953), in which a prolongation of codeine effects
occurred when codeine metabolism was inhibited by
/-diethylaminoethyldiphenylpropyl acetate (SKF
525A), would seem, at first glance, to support the
view that unaltered codeine is the effective agent.
However, SKF 525A only partially inhibits the
biotransformation of codeine to morphine and, at
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the same time, inhibits the conjugation of morphine
(Cooper, Axelrod & Brodie, 1954; Hosoya, 1956).
The result of this could be a greater accumulation
of free morphine than in the absence of the inhibitor.
The lack of information on plasma values of mor-
phine and other codeine metabolites after treatment
with SKF 525A places a limitation on the interpre-
tations that can be made from these experiments.
The view that codeine-released morphine has an

active role in the pharmacology of the parent
compound had enthusiastic supporters even before
morphine was actually isolated from the excreta of
codeine-treated animals. In general, this support has
been based on the pharmacological observation that
codeine acts as a suITogate for morphine either in
preventing or ameliorating the withdrawal syndrome
in addicts or in producing analgesia or hyper-
glycaemia in normal animals. Wolff (1938) had
suggested that the ability to split off the 0-methyl
radical of codeine was acquired during addiction
and for this reason morphine addicts could be
maintained on codeine. Modern studies, however,
show that the ability to convert codeine to morphine
is present in the normal animal and that approxi-
mately the same percentage of a dose of codeine is
metabolized to morphine regardless of the state of
tolerance or the size of the dose (see the table
accompanying the second instalment of this study).

Sanfilippo (1947, 1948a, 1948b, 1948c) postulated
as a result of his experiments on the narcotic and
hyperglycaemic actions of graded doses of codeine
in the dog that in the normal animal there was a
definite but limited capacity to convert part of the
administered codeine to morphine. He further
postulated that with large doses of codeine this limit
was exceeded, so that the effects of the small amount
of released morphine were obscured by the excitant
effects of high concentrations of unaltered codeine.
The implications of this hypothesis are (a) that
large doses of codeine are not demethylated to
morphine as readily as small doses, and (b) that
unaltered codeine acts as an antagonist of morphine.
Today the experimental evidence tends to support
the latter but not the former of these implications.
From Paerregaard's (1958) data on the dog, where
a twentyfold range in dosage level was administered
and where, none the less, the same proportion of the
dose was excreted as morphine, it is evident that
large doses of codeine are 0-demethylated as readily
as small doses. This is also true for man, in whom
a tenfold increase in codeine dosage yields approxi-
mately the same percentage of the dose excreted in

the urine as morphine (Adler, Fujimoto, Way &
Baker, 1955).

Since proportionately larger amounts of mor-
phine are released with larger doses of codeine, any
hypothesis concerned with the pharmacological
effects of codeine must reconcile this fact with the
fact that a plateau in the codeine dose-effect curve
occurs as the dose of codeine is increased (Beecher,
Keats, Mosteller & Lasagna, 1953; Becker & Hays,
1958). Recent studies in which the excretion of
morphine was determined after administration of
large doses of codeine in man or the monkey em-
phasize the differences seen in the pharmacological
effects of injected morphine contrasted with an equi-
valent amount of morphine released in vivo from
codeine. For example, within 24 hours after an oral
dose of 282 mg of codeine a normal subject excreted
a total of 22.2 mg of morphine in the urine (Adler,
Fujimoto, Way & Baker, 1955). This is more than
twice the amount of morphine found by PaeITegaard
(1957b) to be excreted by normal man after intra-
venous injection of 20 mg of morphine and is more
likely equivalent to the amount of morphine to be
found in urine after a dose of 40-50 mg of morphine.
This amount of morphine, if injected into the same
subject, would have caused profound sedation, and
yet in the codeine experiment he experienced little
or no sedative effect.

Similarly, in the monkey the codeine-released
morphine is far less effective than an equivalent dose
of injected morphine (Woods, Muehlenbeck &
Mellett, 1956). Woods has calculated that on a
dosage regimen of 10 mg/kg codeine every six hours
the monkeys would be exposed to 1 mg/kg morphine
every six hours. However, the nalorphine-induced
abstinence syndrome in monkeys receiving 1 mg of
morphine every six hours is much more severe than
that observed in monkeys chronically treated with
10 mg of codeine every six hours. As a consequence,
Woods concluded that " accordingly the conversion
of codeine to morphine must occur at a site which
is capable of conjugating most of the morphine
promptly ". Unfortunately, this inference is in
direct opposition to the implications of his excellent
data on plasma levels of free and bound morphine
after codeine administration in the monkey. These
data do not show an extraordinarily high ratio of
bound to free morphine as would be expected if the
liberated morphine were indeed conjugated
" promptly ". On the contrary, as can be seen in
Table 6, the ratios in plasma of conjugated to free
morphine observed after morphine injection are not
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TABLE 6
CONJUGATION RATIOS (BOUND MORPHINE: FREE MORPHINE) OF ADMINISTERED AND

CODEINE-LIBERATED MORPHINE

Plasma (monkey) Urine Urine
Reference (monkey) Reference (man) Reference

1 hr |2 hr |3 hr 24 hr 24 hr

After morphine 2.9 3.3 4.0 Mellett & Woods (1956) 7-24 Mellett & Woods (1956) 6.9-9.0 Paerregaard (1958)

After codeine 4.0 3.8 2.0 Woods, Muehienbeck & 5-14 Woods, Muehlenbeck & 7.2 Adler, Fujimoto,
Mellett (1956) Mellett (1956) Way & Baker (1955)

very different from those found after codeine injec-
tion. Corroboration of the evidence that codeine-
liberated morphine is not conjugated more rapidly
than injected morphine is offered by the similarity
of conjugation ratios of morphine excreted in urine
under the two conditions, not only in the monkey,
but also in man. It appears unlikely, therefore, that
rapid metabolic inactivation of morphine is res-
ponsible for limiting the effect of this alkaloid when
released from codeine, at least in man and the
monkey.
The mere fact that a certain amount of morphine

has been liberated in the body from codeine does
not make this condition identical to that in which
the same amount of morphine is injected. A major
difference between the two conditions is that only
in the latter case can morphine exert its action in an
environment uncomplicated by codeine molecules.
Since the central effects of administered morphine,
including respiratory depression and analgesia, can
be partially antagonized by codeine (Miller, Gilfoil
& Shideman, 1955; Stanton, Keasling, Gross,
Marshall & Hirschler, 1958), one might expect that
codeine would similarly limit the influence of any
morphine released from it.
At present it is difficult to say whether the un-

altered codeine molecule is simply a weak antagonist
of morphine or whether its actions are purely
excitant. The hypothesis that unaltered codeine acts
as an antagonist of the morphine released from
codeine was first advanced by Sanfilippo, as men-
tioned above, long before any direct experimental
data were available to test this hypothesis. Since
many of Sanfilippo's postulates have been validated
by subsequent experimental evidence, it is ironic
that his experiments were done on the dog, which
turns out to be the one species in which the narcotic
effects of codeine apparently cannot be ascribed to
morphine. In the dog there is very little morphine

formed from codeine, i.e., about 2% of the dose,
and this small amount is conjugated about 10 times
more rapidly than an equivalent amount of morphine
injected into the animal (Paerregaard, 1958;
Paerregaard & Poulsen, 1958). Accordingly, if the
action of codeine in the dog were due to morphine,
the dose of codeine required for equivalent effects
would need to be 500 times that of morphine.
Actually, the approximate ratio of codeine to mor-
phine required for certain equivalent effects in the
dog is 17: 1 for non-tolerant animals and about 6: 1
for tolerant animals. Sanfilippo showed that the
hyperglycaemia produced by 2 mg/kg codeine was
equal to that produced by 0.16 mg/kg morphine
(1948a) and that reciprocal cross-tolerance between
morphine and codeine required doses of 0.5 mg/kg
and 3.0 mg/kg, respectively (1948c). If the action of
these doses of codeine were due to the liberated
morphine, it would require not only a conversion of
8-16% of the codeine dose, but also that the liberated
morphine be conjugated no more rapidly than the
injected morphine. It is quite possible that these
conditions can be achieved in some strains of dogs
but not in others. If there is, indeed, a large variation
among different strains of dogs in their capacity to
metabolize codeine to morphine, one would expect
to find concomitantly an equally large variation in
the response to small (non-convulsive) doses of
codeine before one could conclude that the meta-
bolite plays any role at all in the pharmacological
effects of the parent compound in this species.

Conjugation

Conjugation appears to be a major pathway for
the disposal of morphine and its surrogates in all
animal species. The manner in which the compounds
are conjugated may not always be identical. Those
compounds which have a free phenolic group very
likely form conjugates of glucuronic acid; certain
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non-phenolic compounds are excreted as carboxyl
conjugates, but the nature of the conjugated products
is unknown.
The evidence in most studies for the existence of

a "bound" or conjugated product is based on
increased recovery of the parent compound from
various body fluids after acid hydrolysis. In some
instances hydrolysis of the bound metabolite has been
achieved with 3-glucuronidase, and in one instance
the bound compound has been isolated in crystalline
form and identified.

Morphine is the only compound where unequivocal
evidence has been obtained as to the nature of its
bound metabolite. The isolation and identification
of bound morphine as morphine-3-glucuronide
from the urine of the addict (Fujimoto & Way,
1954, 1957, 1958) and the dog (Woods, 1954;
Seibert, Williams & Huggins, 1954) have been
described in the first instalment on morphine.
When compounds are metabolized in the body
to morphine, as, for example, heroin and codeine
(see the second instalment), it is presumed that
the bound morphine found in urine is also the
glucuronide.

Various phenolic surrogates of morphine may be
recovered from urine in increased amounts after
acid hydrolysis and it is presumed generally that
these bound products are glucuronides; their
isolation, however, in the crystalline state has not
been accomplished. Compounds in this group
include certain dihydroderivatives of morphine
(Oberst, 1941); desmorphine (Woods, 1954); nalor-
phine (Seibert & Huggins, 1953; Woods & Muehlen-
beck, 1957; Woods & Hug, 1959); certain morphinan
congeners, the most important being 3-hydroxy-
N-methylmorphinan (Fisher & Long, 1953; Shore,
Axelrod, Hogben & Brodie, 1955; Woods, Mellett
& Andersen, 1958); and levallorphan (Mannering &
Schanker, 1958).

Phenolic biotransformation products of various
morphine surrogates, such as their respective N-
dealkylated metabolites, are also excreted in the
bound form. It is not known whether these
compounds are glucuronides although it appears
logical to make such an inference. Conjugates of
3-hydroxymorphinan and an unknown oxidized meta-
bolite, resulting from biotransformation of levall-
orphan, have been reported (Mannering & Schanker,
1958). Normorphine is also excreted in the urine as
a bound product (Sloan, Eisenman, Fraser & Isbell,
1958). A large fraction of the administered dose of

codeine can be accounted for in urine as conjugates
of codeine (Oberst, 1941; Adler, 1952, 1953; Adler,
Fujimoto, Way & Baker, 1955; Woods, Muehlen-
beck & Mellett, 1956) and its two metabolites,
norcodeine and morphine (Adler, Fujimoto, Way
& Baker, 1955). It is presumed that conjugation of
codeine or of norcodeine occurs at the 6-position,
since the secondary hydroxyl appears to be the most
likely position available for such a reaction. Pre-
liminary experimental evidence suggests that bound
codeine contains a glucuronic acid moiety (Adler,
1958). More recently it has been found that only
part of the bound codeine in the urine of the guinea-
pig can be hydrolysed by /3-glucuronidase (Axelrod
& Inscoe, 1960).
The enzymatic mechanisms involved in the con-

jugation of glucuronic acid with morphine and its
surrogates are very likely identical with those for
phenols in general. The process requires an enzyme
(glucuronyl transferase) in the liver microsomes
which transfers glucuronic acid from uridine di-
phosphate glucuronic acid (UDPGA) to the phenolic
acceptor (Dutton & Storey, 1954). Strominger,
Kalckar, Axelrod & Maxwell (1954) found that
morphine was a suitable acceptor and that UDPGA
was derived from the oxidation of uridine diphos-
phate glucose (UDPG). This delineates the impor-
tant role of carbohydrate stores in the conjugation
of morphine. It is quite possible that in many
experiments where changes in morphine conjugation
have been ascribed directly to varying experimental
conditions, the primary change has been in carbo-
hydrate metabolism with an indirect influence on
morphine conjugation. Since the steps by which
glucose or glycogen is converted to UDPGA involve
a series of interdependent enzyme reactions (Take-
mori, 1960) any one of these could be modified by
different experimental conditions. Such an indirect
influence may account for the discrepancies found
among various workers' observations on the ability
of rat liver slices to conjugate morphine in vitro.
Thus, it has been reported that liver slices from
morphine-tolerant rats have an increased (Zauder,
1952) or unchanged (Fawaz, 1948; Way, Sung &
Fujimoto, 1954) ability to conjugate morphine, and
liver slices from adrenalectomized rats are either
unable to conjugate morphine at all (Zauder, 1952)
or show no change from normal (Way, Sung &
Fujimoto, 1954), while liver slices from ACTH-
treated rats show increased ability to conjugate
morphine (Zauder, 1952). In many instances in vivo
changes in morphine conjugation occur, as evidenced
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by changes in plasma levels-for example, the levels
in adrenalectomized rats are higher, and those in
ACTH-treated rats are lower, than the levels found
in normal rats (Adler, Elliott & George, 1957). In
such cases it would be interesting to determine
whether the prime target lies in the transferase
enzyme or in the system leading to the formation of
UDPGA, or in both. Multiple effects can be achieved
with chronic administration of morphine, which will
decrease the transferase activity while increasing
the UDPG dehydrogenase activity (Takemori, 1960).
This possible multiplicity of effects makes it difficult
to predict whether the over-all conjugation of mor-
phine will be increased by agents such as 3,4-
benzpyrene and testosterone, which have been found
by Inscoe & Axelrod (1960) to increase glucuronyl
transferase activity in rats.

Since morphine monoglucuronide was found to
be less active pharmacologically than the parent
compound (Woods, 1954) it appears reasonable to
conclude that conjugation with- glucuronic acid
represents a detoxification process. More rigid
proof would require experiments demonstrating that
decreased toxicity is associated with increased con-
jugation in vivo.

Conjugation with substances other than with
glucuronic acid may occur. It has been reported
that morphine is 0-methylated to codeine in small
amounts (Elison, 1961) and that methadone is
N-methylated to its corresponding quaternary
derivative (Schaumann, 1960a). Anileridine con-
jugates to a considerable extent with acetic acid to
yield acetylanileridine, part of which is excreted
and part of which is de-esterified to yield acetyl-
anileridinic acid. The N-acetylanileridine appeared
in tissues within an hour in high concentrations, in
fact, generally exceeding those of anileridine (Porter,
1957). This finding is not surprising inasmuch as
acetylation of anileridine should enhance its lipid
solubility. An investigation of the pharmacology of
acetylanileridine should be of interest.

Pethidine appears in the urine of man as con-
jugates of its two biotransformation products,
pethidinic acid and norpethidinic acid (Plotnikoff,
Way & Elliott, 1956); the identity and pharmacology
of the conjugate forms have not been established.
More recent findings with respect to conjugation

processes other than reaction of the phenol with
glucuronic acid, such as phosphorylation of phenols
(Hofmdnn, Frey, Ott, Petrzilka & Troxler, 1958)
and conjugation of nitrogen or aromatic amines
with glucuronic acid and with sulfonic acid (Boyland,

Manson & Orr, 1957), have not been reported for
morphine and its surrogates.

Hydrolysis

Hydrolysis is a major metabolic pathway for the
compounds in this series that are esters-for exam-
ple, heroin, pethidine, anileridine, and ethoheptazine.
This metabolic alteration is usually regarded as a
detoxification process since the liberated acid may
be expected to undergo rapid excretion in the urine.
However, as will be made evident below in discussing
the deacetylation of heroin, hydrolysis may result
in either detoxification or activation, depending on
whether the reaction occurs at sites remote from the
target organ or in the central nervous system.
The possibility that heroin might be deacetylated

has been considered by several investigators because
of the lability of the acetyl groupings on the com-
pound, particularly the 3- or phenolic acetyl group.
Two groups of workers (Eddy & Howes, 1935;
Wright & Barbour, 1935) independently suggested
that 6-monoacetylmorphine (MAM) may be a
metabolite of heroin because the two compounds
were found to be virtually equipotent in pharmaco-
logical activity. Direct evidence that heroin is
metabolized rapidly to MAM was obtained with the
perfused frog heart (Rizzotti, 1935), with homo-
genates of various human, dog, rabbit, rat and
mouse tissue (Kemp & Way, 1959) and in the intact
mouse (Way, Kemp, Young & Grassetti, 1960).
The same workers also found with their respective
preparations that the 6-acetyl group of MAM
undergoes further hydrolysis to yield morphine, but
at a rate slower than that of the 3-deacetylation of
heroin. Others have noted that after heroin admi-
nistration morphine was excreted in the urine in the
free form (Goris & Fourmont, 1931; Shen, 1936;
Oberst, 1943b) and as its conjugate (Oberst, 1943b).

Virtually all mammalian tissues appear to be
capable of deacetylating heroin at both the 3-carbon
and the 6-carbon position, the liver exhibiting the
highest activity (Wright, 1941, 1942; Ellis, 1948;
Kemp & Way, 1959). Cholinesterase is not involved
in the deacetylation of heroin (Wright, 1941, 1942;
Ellis, 1948); hydrolysis of the 3-acetyl group of
heroin appears to be a function of tributyrinase but
not of the enzymes which hydrolyse methylbutyrate,
acetylcholine, or acetylsalicylic acid (Ellis, 1948).
The rapid conversion of heroin to MAM and

morphine raises questions as to the contributory role
of these two metabolites to the pharmacological
effects of heroin, especially since heroin is generally
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considered to be more potent than morphine with
respect to narcotic and addictive properties. Two
groups of workers (Eddy & Howes, 1935; Wright
& Barbour, 1935) suggested that heroin may act
principally as MAM because the two compounds
were found to be virtually equipotent in pharmaco-
logical activity. However, Wright (1941, 1942) later
concluded on the basis of in vitro studies that the
rate of conversion of heroin to morphine by the
liver alone was of sufficient rapidity for any injected
heroin to act as morphine. It is of interest to con-
sider his conclusions and findings in greater detail,
since we are not in full accord with his interpreta-
tions.

Wright's in vitro evidence strongly suggests that
hydrolysis of heroin to MAM and morphine in the
body should be extremely rapid. However, his
interpretation of his experimental data is difficult
to follow because some of his conclusions appear to
be contradictory. He questioned his own earlier
interpretations as well as those of Eddy & Howes
(1935) that the pharmacological similarity between
heroin and MAM is due to the former's being
converted to MAM in the body. He felt that the
similar activity of the two compounds was due
instead to the fact that both substances would reach
the sensitive tissues at the same rate and concentra-
tion because both would be converted rapidly to
morphine. To get around the well-known fact that
heroin is more active than morphine, he concluded
that the activity of morphine is limited by its solu-
bility. He argued that after subcutaneous admi-
nistration, morphine would be precipitated in the
presence of bicarbonate in the tissues and, therefore,
would be slowly absorbed. On the other hand,
heroin, with its greater solubility, would not pre-
cipitate after subcutaneous administration and, hence,
would be absorbed relatively rapidly. Its rapid bio-
transformation would then yield higher circulating
levels of morphine and, therefore, greater pharmaco-
logical effects than equivalent amounts of morphine
given subcutaneously. However, he appears to refute
his own arguments by citing evidence that morphine,
after intravenous injection, is considerably less toxic
than heroin. To explain these findings he suggested
that precipitation of morphine and " incomplete de-
acetylation" of heroin occurs in the blood-stream.
The meaning of the latter interpretation is not clear,
since to us it implies greater potency for heroin
per se, and thus would be antithetical to the argu-
ment that heroin effects arise out of morphine
formation. It is also difficult to understand why

morphine, given intravenously, should precipitate in
the blood-stream, whereas any morphine arising from
the rapid absorption and rapid deacetylation of
heroin after subcutaneous administration should not.
More recently an attempt was made to explain

the pharmacological effects of heroin in terms of
the accessibility of the compound and its metabolic
products to the central nervous system rather than
in terms of their differing rates of absorption (Way,
Kemp, Young & Grassetti, 1960). The rate of
uptake of heroin by the brain was determined in the
mouse, as well as the rates of conversion of heroin,
MAM and morphine by mouse tissue in vivo and
in vitro. Heroin was found to disappear rapidly
from the body; the biological half-life after intra-
venous administration of near-lethal doses was
about 21/2 minutes. The disappearance of heroin
was accompanied by a rapid appearance in the brain
ofMAM and soon thereafter by morphine. Although
the morphine did not reach as high a level as MAM,
it persisted longer in the animal. These results were
correlated with the relative toxicity of heroin, MAM,
and morphine by subcutaneous, intravenous and
intracerebral administration. The order of toxicity
for the various routes was: subcutaneous-heroin
= MAM > morphine; intravenous-heroin >
MAM > morphine; intracerebral -morphine >
heroin > MAM. It was concluded that the phar-
macological effects of heroin, excepting possibly for
a brief interval during the initial phase of drug
effect, are mediated primarily by MAM and mor-
phine, the predominance of a particular compound
being dependent largely upon the route of admi-
nistration and the time interval after administration.
With intravenous administration, especially with

rapid injection, heroin probably exerts some direct
action on the central nervous system inasmuch as
immediate effects are observable and the toxicity
of heroin by this route is greater than that of MAM
or morphine. However, since the toxicity of heroin
approaches that of MAM with a slower rate of
infusion, and since heroin disappears within a few
minutes from the brain and animal body, during
which time its pharmacological effects are still
evident, it is doubtful whether heroin per se exerts
much effect after this interval. On the other hand,
since there is a rapid appearance of MAM and
morphine, these two substances must be important
as active metabolites.
With subcutaneous administration, hydrolysis of

heroin to MAM very likely precedes the pharmaco-
logical effects so that very little, if any, heroin can

6
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exert effects per se. Heroin and MAM have the
same LD50 by this route and MAM has a rapid rate
of appearance in the animal after heroin admi-
nistration which can be correlated with the dis-
appearance of heroin. Morphine also must contri-
bute considerably to the pharmacological effects of
heroin since there was a relatively rapid rate of
appearance of morphine after MAM formation.
The question concerning the degree to which the

effects observed after heroin administration can be
assigned to MAM or morphine can also be con-
sidered in terms of the concentration of the com-
pounds in the central nervous system and their
potency at this site. It would appear from the
brain-uptake studies that heroin penetrates the
central nervous system largely as MAM, and to a
considerably lesser degree as morphine. The fact
that morphine has relatively low toxicity after
intravenous and subcutaneous administration, as
compared with heroin and MAM, indicates that
morphine does not gain access to the central nervous
system as readily as the other two compounds.
However, because of the high potency of morphine
after intracerebral injection, it may be argued that
only small amounts need to be present to elicit an
effect, and that adequate amounts of morphine in
the brain can be furnished by heroin through
penetration as MAM followed by local deacetylation
to morphine. The rate of deacetylation of MAM
would determine whether morphine or MAM or
both compounds would combine with the receptor
sites. It was not possible to state the contribution
of each compound during the peak of heroin action,
because while morphine was shown to be at least
five times more potent than MAM by the intra-
cerebral route, the concentrations of MAM attained
in the central nervous system exceeded by several-
fold the concentrations of morphine in the same
organ. The later effects of heroin, however, are
probably due to morphine since pharmacological
effects and morphine levels are still apparent after
the disappearance of heroin and MAM from the
animal (Way, Kemp, Young & Grassetti, 1960). In
speaking of hydrolysis as a detoxification process,
therefore, in so far as heroin is concerned this is true
only if the hydrolysis occurs outside the central
nervous system.

Pethidine and its N-demethylated metabolite,
norpethidine, both undergo hydrolysis in the body
and have been identified in the urine as pethidinic
acid and norpethidinic acid (Plotnikoff, Elliott &
Way, 1952; Burns, Berger, Lief, Wollack, Papper &

Brodie, 1955; Plotnikoff, Way & Elliott, 1956) or
their conjugates (Plotnikoff, Way & Elliott, 1956).
The hydrolysis of pethidine was found to be inhibited
by physostigmine and fluoride ion. It was postu-
lated that the enzyme which hydrolysed pethidine
was different from the known tropine esterases,
cholinesterase, and the esterases which hydrolyse
aliphatic esters (Bernheim & Bernheim, 1945).

Pethidinic acid and norpethidinic acid would be
expected to be excreted rather rapidly, and it would
be unlikely that these compounds would be more
potent than pethidine. In support of this conclusion
it has been shown that pethidinic acid is less active
than pethidine with respect to " analgesia " and
toxicity (MacDonald, Woolfe, Bergel, Morrison &
Rinderknecht, 1946). Carbon dioxide (Plotnikoff,
Elliott & Way, 1952) and ethanol may also be con-
sidered as pethidine metabolites, although the pre-
sence of ethanol has not actually been established.
The small amount possibly released would contribute
little to the pharmacological effects of pethidine.

Anileridine is hydrolysed to anileridinic acid, which
is excreted in the urine. A conjugate of this hydro-
lysed product, acetylanileridinic acid, also appears
in the urine (Porter, 1957). Hydrolysis of ethohepta-
zine by three metabolic routes is indicated. These
pathways include hydrolysis to the corresponding
acid, oxidation to a hydroxy derivative which may
then undergo hydrolysis, and possibly N-demethyla-
tion to the corresponding nor-derivative which may
subsequently be hydrolysed (Walkenstein, Mac-
Mullen, Knehel & Seifter, 1958). Delineation of the
role of these metabolites must await their isolation
in sufficient amounts for pharmacological study.

Other metabolic pathways
From the foregoing evidence it appears that

although much is known about the disposition of
morphine and its surrogates, in no case has the
metabolic fate been completely established. While
conjugation, dealkylation, and hydrolysis constitute
the predominant metabolic pathways, there are
many indications that with certain of the compounds
other routes may also be of considerable importance.
Some of these pathways are, of course, unknown,
evidence for their occurrence resting solely on the
discovery of small amounts of unidentified meta-
bolites. In many cases, however, oxidation is impli-
cated either directly, by evidence that a hydroxyl
group has been added, or indirectly by finding that
the metabolism does not occur except under aerobic
conditions.
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Morphine has been reported to be oxidized in vitro
to pseudomorphine in the presence of cytochrome C
(Hosoya & Brody, 1954), but attempts to establish
the presence of pseudomorphine in tissue after
morphine administration have been unsuccessful.
Adler (unpublished data) found evidence of an
unknown substance in vivo which was chromato-
graphically homogeneous with pseudomorphine but
different from the latter in its spectrophotometric
properties. Levallorphan is oxidized to an unknown
hydroxyl compound by the liver of several species
(Mannering & Schanker, 1958). Hydroxylation of
ethoheptazine on the hexamethyleneimine ring has
been reported (Walkenstein, MacMullen, Knehel &
Seifter, 1958).
The possibility that non-phenolic narcotic deri-

vatives may be oxidized to phenolic compounds
should be considered. Such a reaction might well
lead to active metabolites, especially if the oxidation
occurs at a site corresponding to the 3-position on
the morphine molecule. If oxidation of pethidine
occurs at the m-position of the benzene ring, this
would yield the m-hydroxyphenyl analogue of
pethidine, known as bemidone, which is a potent
analgesic agent (Scott, Robbins & Chen, 1946).
Wang & Bain (1953) attributed the inhibition of
DPN-cytochrome reductase activity in rat brain
homogenates by morphine and its congeners to the
phenolic group on the molecule, yet pethidine and
i-methadone exhibited some activity. Rickards,
Boxer & Smith (1950) postulated that methadone
might be metabolized to a phenolic derivative. It
would appear worth while, therefore, to investigate
whether pethidine or methadone can be converted
to phenolic derivatives.

Indication of other metabolic routes for the
morphine surrogates may be inferred from pre-
liminary evidence suggesting the existence of un-
known metabolites, but the information is insufficient
for defining the nature of the metabolic processes.
It has been reported in an abstract that two non-
tertiary amine alkaloids appear in the liver and
brain after administration of large doses of morphine
in the rat (Penna, Arevalo, Fernandez, Navia &
Mardones, 1959). Codeine appears in the intestinal
tract in small amounts as an amine with solubility
characteristics different from the parent substance
(Latham & Elliott, 1950) and from norcodeine
(Adler, Fujimoto, Way & Baker, 1955). A bio-
transformation product of methadone excreted in the
bile was found to be more soluble in organic solvents
than the parent compound (Miller & Elliott, 1955).

It has been suggested by Sung & Way (1954) that
the laevorotatory isomer of a-acetylmethadol is
metabolized to an active metabolite because there
appears to be little correlation between observable
morphine-mimetic effects and organ levels of the
compound and because the compound does not
conform to the stereo-configuration postulated by
Beckett, Casy & Harper (1956) for analgesic activity.

TOLERANCE AND PHYSICAL DEPENDENCE IN RELATION
TO BIOLOGICAL DISPOSMON

It is well established that with morphine-mimetic
compounds development of tolerance is generally
accompanied by a development of physical depen-
dence on the agent. Indeed, the intimate relation-
ship between physical dependence and tolerance has
led many investigators to believe that a common
underlying or closely related mechanism is involved
and that this mechanism operates within the matrix
of the central nervous system (Wikler, 1950, 1953;
Seevers & Woods, 1953; Bebin, Scharenberg, Irwin
& Seevers, 1954; Takemori, 1961).
Numerous studies have been directed towards

attempts to delineate differences between the bio-
logical disposition of morphine or its surrogates in
non-tolerant and tolerant animals (Plant & Pierce,
1933; Wolff, Riegel & Fry, 1933; Plant & Slaughter,
1936; Hinohara, 1937; Ko, 1937; Kuwahara, 1937,
1938a, 1938b; Plant & Slaughter, 1938; To & Ri,
1938; Gross & Thompson, 1940; Inoue, 1940;
Thompson & Gross, 1941; Yoshikawa, 1940;
Chopra, Chopra & Roy, 1941; Fawaz, 1948; Oettel,
1950; Rickards, Boxer & Smith, 1950; Zauder, 1952;
Sung, Way & Scott, 1953; Deneau, Woods & Seevers,
1953; Cochin, Haggart, Woods & Seevers, 1954;
March & Elliott, 1954; Way, Sung & Fujimoto,
1954; Woods, 1954; Burns, Berger, Lief, Wollack,
Papper & Brodie, 1955; Axelrod, 1956a; Mellett &
Woods, 1956; Szerb & McCurdy, 1956; Mannering &
Takemori, 1958; Siminoff& Saunders, 1958; Cochin
& Axelrod, 1959; Herken, Neubert & Timmler, 1959;
Cochin & Economon, 1959; Takemori, 1960). The
findings have not always been in complete accord, but
evaluation of the conflicting results is difficult because
the criteria for tolerance are not the same for different
authors. It is to be expected that interpretations
based on assessment of different pharmacological
responses to a drug administered under different
conditions, with respect to dose, frequency, and
duration of treatment, in different animal species
will not always be in harmony. Certain differences
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were undeniably found on occasion to exist between
tolerant and non-tolerant animals with respect to
the distribution and excretory pattern of morphine
or its surrogates but, as we see it, most of these
studies in general fail to get at the heart of the
problem, since they usually emphasize events occur-
ring at a site other than the target organ.

It appears to us that it is important to distinguish
between central receptor tolerance, which would be
linked to physical dependence, and non-related
mechanisms that simply prevent access of the agent
to the locus of action. The latter include such
factors as decreased absorption, increased excretion
rate, increased metabolic rate, increased plasma
binding, altered tissue distribution, increased blood-
brain barrier, etc. We believe these factors are not
relevant since they cannot be invoked to explain a
phenomenon which presumably requires availability
of the agent for combination with specific receptors
within the central nervous system. Moreover, it is
difficult to relate cause and effect in such relation-
ships. Chronic administration of morphine or any
other chemical agent in large doses could easily
result in the alteration of the animal's ability to
dispose of morphine, but this change does not
necessarily have to bear a direct causal relationship
to tolerance per se.
A more relevant approach is found in recent

disposition studies seeking differences in the distribu-
tion of the agent within the central nervous system.
While these studies to date may have failed to reveal
marked differences in the gross distribution of
analgesics in tolerant and non-tolerant animals
(Rickards, Boxer & Smith, 1950; Sung, Way &

Scott, 1953; Woods, 1954; Szerb & McCurdy, 1956)
the techniques available at the present time are, as
we have pointed out earlier, still relatively crude.
In recent years biological disposition studies have
been approached in a more sophisticated fashion,
using rate constants and other parameters to predict
the concentration-time relationship of drugs in
various body depots. The theoretical treatment of
this subject has been recently reviewed (Nelson,
1961). Detailed kinetic studies of the absorption,
distribution, metabolism and excretion of morphine
and its surrogates in which use is made of the
mathematical relationships derived from principles
concerned with the transport of substances should
be fruitful.
With improved isotope methodology it may well

be that meaningful delineations in the differential
distribution of active versus inactive isomers of the
same compound will be discovered. The well-known
marked differences in the pharmacological activity
of the d- and i-forms of methadone and 3-hydroxy-N-
methylmorphinan suggest that the receptors media-
ting the biological action of these isomers exhibit a
different sensitivity or affinity for each of the isomers.
Until some real evidence is presented correlating
this difference in pharmacological activity with the
distribution of the agent in the central nervous
system, little progress can be expected in attempts
to relate the development of tolerance to the bio-
logical disposition of the agent. At the present time,
despite many interesting findings, no experimentally
verifiable concept has emerged to clarify the mecha-
nism of tolerance or to relate it to physical depen-
dence or addiction.
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